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Izvleček
V temmagistrskem delu predstavim uporabo parov delcev z visokim lomnim količnikom
za izdelavo površine za površinsko ojačano Ramanovo spektroskopijo. Uporaba
dielektričnih materialov z nizkimi izgubami je v primerjavi s kovinskim materialom
primernejša, zaradi manjše absorpcije in posledično manjšega segrevanja površine.
S kombinacijo različnih ojačevalnih mehanizmov polja lahko premagamo glavno
šibkost dielektričnih parov delcev: to je nizek ojačitveni faktor v primerjavi s plaz-
monskimi sipalci. Predstavljeni so rezultati simulacij z metodo končnih elementov
za dve oblikovani strukturi. Pri prvi uporabimo zlato zrcalo za dodatno ojačenje
polja, med tem ko je druga prilagojena za lažjo izdelavo. Ojačitveni faktorji in ab-
sorpcija obeh struktur so primerjani s plazmonskimi in dielektričnimi strukturami.
Ključne besede: Površinsko ojačena Ramanova spektroskopija, ojačitveni faktor,
metapovršina, Mieve resonance, mrežne resonance, simulacije z metodo končnih el-
ementov
PACS: 42.82.Bq, 42.62.Fi, 42.25.Fx, 02.70.Dh

Abstract
I present the use of high refractive index dimers for the realisation of a surface en-
hanced Raman spectroscopy substrate. The use of low loss dielectric materials is
favourable to metallic ones because of their lower light absorption and consequently
much lower heating of the substrate. By combining different mechanisms of field
enhancement we can overcome the main weakness of dielectric dimers: a low en-
hancement factor compared to the plasmonic ones. Results of finite element method
simulations for two designed structures are presented. The first structure employs
a gold mirror for additional field enhancement, while the second one is adapted for
easier fabrication. The enhancement factors and absorption of both structures are
compared to the plasmonic and other dielectric substrates.
Keywords: Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, enhancement factor, metasur-
face, Mie resonances, surface lattice resonances, finite element method simulations
PACS: 42.82.Bq, 42.62.Fi, 42.25.Fx, 02.70.Dh
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interest in Raman spectroscopy has been recently rekindled by the prospect of
achieving reliable label-free molecular detection. As there is no need for prior
labelling with fluorescent dyes, which suffer from bleaching problems, it is possi-
ble to achieve cheap and fast sample analyses in medicine, personal health care,
homeland security and environmental studies[1]. In Raman scattering, a photon
interacts with the sample molecule, excites its vibrational modes and loses a part
of its energy in the process. Spectral analysis of the scattered light provides the
vibrational spectrum of the molecules under analysis, which is in turn used as a
fingerprint for detection. Since the Raman cross section per molecule is typically
low (10−30 cm2/molecule), the outcome of a Raman measurement is limited to a
reduced number of in-elastically scattered photons[1]. To overcome this problem,
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), based on nanostructured surfaces, is
usually employed. The significant signal enhancement was first observed in 1974 by
Fleischmann et al. [2]. It was shown that single molecule detection with SERS is pos-
sible in 1997, after which it gained more attention from the sensing community[3].
Typically the total enhancement is the product of electromagnetic and chemical
SERS enhancements. The first one occurs when the incident light interacts with
surface plasmons in the metal. The second one is the result of a larger molecular
cross-section, due to a modification of its electronic structure near the metal[4].
In the case of Raman scattering, there is an enhancement of the excitation and
of the emission light, in general, resulting in a total enhancement proportional to
the fourth power of the electric field amplitude[4, 5]. Performance of the SERS
substrates is usually characterised by their enhancement factor (EF). There are
different definitions of EF and as a consequence its values vary by multiple orders
of magnitude. Average EFs for plasmonic substrates are reported to be in the order
of 104 − 108[6, 7].
Owing to the high EF, plasmonic nanostructures are the most widely used SERS
substrates. However, their large absorption coefficients encouraged researchers to
look for alternative solutions[8]. Low loss and high refractive index dielectric mate-
rials have shown promising results and the potential to be used for SERS[9]. It has
been shown through numerical simulations and experimental validations, that dimer
structures made of high refractive index materials, produce both electric and mag-
netic hotspots in infrared[10] and visible spectral range[11, 12]. The enhancement is
produced by the displacement currents and the electric and magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions in the dielectric dimers[10, 13]. Dielectric dimers not only enhance
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the field, but also provide control over the directivity of the far field radiation of
the emitters, without quenching the nearby emitters and lowering their quantum
efficiency[12]. However, the EF of a single dielectric dimer has been shown to reach
levels consistently below the levels of the plasmonic scatterers.
When dimers are placed in a periodic array it has been shown that surface lattice
resonances (SLR) are present[14, 15]. These resonances are narrow-band and Fano
line-shaped. They provide a higher field enhancement than a single dimer and a
beaming effect of the scattered light[14]. In my already published paper [16] I show
that by properly designing a metasurface, we can combine both effects to get EF that
is comparable to plasmonic substrates. In this master thesis I provide more detailed
explanation of light interaction with dielectrics and related enhancing mechanisms.
New design adjusted for easier fabrication is presented together with comparison to
the other already manufactured dielectric metasurfaces.
In Chapter 2, I describe the basic principles of Raman scattering and explain the
enhancement mechanism of SERS. Furthermore, I introduce a few most commonly
used EFs and outline the problems with their different definitions. Chapter 3 briefly
explains what metamaterials and metasurfaces are and where they can be used. It
then focuses on the nanostructures which can produce field enhancement. Coupling
of two nanoparticles is explained through Mie scattering and SLRs with help of the
dipole approximation. In chapter 4 simulation method used to conduct this study
is presented and demonstrated on an example. The results of this master thesis
are gathered in Chapters 5 and 6. First, in Chapter 5 the appropriate excitation
wavelength and materials are selected. Second, Mie resonance and SLRs properties
with field distributions are presented. The guidelines for designing metasurface are
laid out. Finally, in Chapter 6, two SERS substrate designs are presented together
with their performance analysis. It is shown that by properly exploiting the SLR in
a regular array of emitters, the dielectric dimers produce much less losses than the
dielectric dimers shown so far[10, 11, 12] and can still retain high EF. I summarise
previous sections in Chapter 7, highlight advantages of newly designed substrates
and point out some possible paths in developing this research in the future.
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Chapter 2
Surface enhanced Raman
spectroscopy
2.1 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process where a photon interacts with
a sample molecule and exchanges a small amount of energy through vibrational
and other low frequency excitations. The scattered photon is red or blue shifted
in wavelength, depending whether it lost or gained energy (this process is shown
in Fig. 2.1). An incident laser field EL excites the molecule to a virtual electronic
state and photon is emitted upon relaxation back to the ground electronic state.
Depending on which vibrational state the molecule ends up in, we can determine
the amount of the energy lost by the photon. If the molecule ends up in a vibrational
state with higher energy than its starting state, then the photon loses some energy
and this process is called Stokes Raman scattering. If on the other side the molecule
transitions to a vibrational state with lower energy this process is called anti-Stokes
Raman scattering.
The energy of vibrational states is small in comparison to the energy of the inci-
dent photons, therefore Raman scattered light will be of similar wavelength as the
incident light. Spectral analysis of the scattered light provides the vibrational spec-
trum of the analysed molecules (Fig. 2.1). In the Raman spectrum only vibrational
modes that produce change in polarisability of the molecule are observable. Each
molecule has a unique vibrational spectrum which makes it suitable for detection
of a specific molecule in the tested sample. However, since the Raman cross sec-
tion per molecule is typically low (10−30 cm2/molecule), the outcome of a Raman
measurement is limited to a reduced number of in-elastically scattered photons[1].
To put this into perspective, the cross-section for fluorescence is between 10−17
cm2/molecule and 10−16 cm2/molecule[4]. Even with high output power lasers only
larger quantities of molecules can be detected.
2.2 SERS
To overcome the low cross-section problem of Raman scattering SERS was intro-
duced. It provides a signal enhancement of up to 14 orders of magnitude to the point
of the single molecule detection[6, 18, 19]. It was first observed by Fleischmann et al.
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams of the anti-Stokes (top left panel) and Stokes (top right panel)
Raman processes. The incident laser field EL excites a molecule to a virtual elec-
tronic state. A photon is then emitted when the molecule relaxes back to the ground
electronic state. When the photon is emitted with higher or lower energy, anti-Stokes
or Stokes emission lines are produced, respectively. An example Raman spectrum
for rhodamine 6G (bottom panel). Anti-Stokes emission lines are in the negative
part of the Raman shift scale and Stokes lines are in the positive part. Figure
reproduced from [17].
[2] in 1974 and then explained in 1977[20, 21]. SERS did not get much attention
until it was shown that the single molecule detection is possible in 1997[3].
Typically the total enhancement is a product of the electromagnetic and chemical
SERS enhancements. The electromagnetic occurs when the incident light interacts
with surface plasmons in the metal. The chemical is the result of a modification of
the Raman scattering cross-section, due to a change in the electronic structure of
the molecules adsorbed to a metal surface[4].
The electromagnetic enhancement arises when a time-varying electric field of
light induces oscillations of the surface plasmons in small metal structures measur-
ing around 10 − 100 nm. The surface plasmons are collective oscillations of free
electrons against the background of ionic cores. For particles much smaller than
the wavelength of the exciting light, only dipolar plasmons will be excited. They
will radiate light that is characteristic for the dipolar radiation. It is a process,
coherent with the excitation field. This results in an enhanced light intensity near
the metallic particle[22]. Only molecules in close proximity to the surface (≈ 10
nm) gain from this enhancement. This enhancement can be separated further into
two parts. The first part is the enhancement for the incident light while the second
one is for the in-elastically scattered (Raman) light. This will be justified with the
dipole approximation of the enhancing mechanism presented in Section 2.3.
The true origin of the chemical enhancement mechanism is still not completely re-
solved. The most popular explanation is the so-called charge-transfer mechanism[17].
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When a molecule is bound to a metal surface, this results in a change of the elec-
tronic structure and may modify the intrinsic polarisability of the molecule. It is
also possible that a new electronic state is created close to the resonance with the
laser, hence creating the resonant Raman scattering[17].
2.3 Dipole approximation theory of SERS effect
SERS is a near field effect. This means that only the molecules in close proximity or
adsorbed to the surface feel the enhanced field. The SERS effect can be described
within the classical electromagnetic approach with the dipole approximation[23].
We consider a sample molecule near a metallic sphere. Both particles are much
smaller than the wavelength λ of the incident electromagnetic wave. The effect
will be the largest when the incident light is polarised parallel to the axis running
through the centres of both particles. The incident light induces dipole moments in
both particles
pm(ω) = α
E
m(ω)
(
E0 +
2ps(ω)
D3
)
,
ps(ω) = αs(ω)
(
E0 +
2pm(ω)
D3
)
,
(2.1)
where E0 is the magnitude of the external field, αEm(ω) is the elastic dipole polaris-
ability of the molecule, αs(ω) is the dipole polarisability of the metallic sphere and
D is the distance between the centres of the sphere and the molecule. In the brackets
we recognise the local field at the particle position, which consists of the incident
field and the field produced by the induced dipole of the other particle. Solving
the two coupled equations we get the effective polarisabilities of the molecule and
sphere,
pm(ω) = α˜
E
m(ω)E0 =
( 1 + (2αs(ω))/D3
1− ((4αEm(ω)αs(ω))/D6)
αEm(ω)
)
E0
ps(ω) = α˜s(ω)E0 =
( 1 + (2αEm(ω))/D3
1− ((4αEm(ω)αs(ω))/D6)
αs(ω)
)
E0.
(2.2)
Inserting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1) we obtain the local field at the position of the
molecule (Fig. 2.2(a)),
EL(ω) = g1(ω)E0 =
(
1 +
2α˜s(ω)
D3
)
E0, (2.3)
where g1(ω) is the field enhancement factor.
During the Raman scattering process the incident photon may lose or gain energy,
shifting the scattered photons frequency as ωR = ω0 ± ων , where ων is the Raman
shift and corresponds to the energy of the vibrational excitation. At the emission
frequency, ωR, the dipole moment pm(ωR) is excited,
pm(ωR) = α
I
m(ωR, ω)EL(ω). (2.4)
Here αIm(ωR, ω) is the inelastic polarisability corresponding to the Raman emission.
Newly induced dipole produces local field around it. As a response to this field, a
17
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of SERS process. (a) Local electromagnetic
field is enhanced at the position of the sample molecule. (b) A dipole moment at the
shifted wavelength is excited in the sample molecule, which induces a dipole moment
also in the metallic sphere. (c) Output Raman signal is a sum of the radiated field
from the sample molecule and from the metallic sphere. Figure reproduced from
[24].
dipole moment is induced in the metallic particle (Fig. 2.2(b)).
ps(ωR) = αs(ωR)E˜L(ωR) E˜L(ωR) =
2pm(ωR)
D3
(2.5)
Total output SERS signal power will be emitted by both dipoles excited at ωR.
The molecular dipole pm(ωR) excited by the Raman scattering process and the
metallic particle dipole ps(ωR) interfering with the molecular dipole (Fig. 2.2(c)).
We consider only the first interaction and omit the higher orders.
ptotal(ω, ωR) = α
I
m(ωR, ω)EL(ω) +
2αs(ωR)
D3
αIm(ωR, ω)EL(ω) (2.6)
By inserting Eq. (2.3) and introducing g2(ωR) =
(
1 + 2αs(ωR)
D3
)
, we get:
ptotal(ω, ωR) = g1(ω)g2(ωR)α
I
m(ωR, ω)E0. (2.7)
The intensity of the radiated field is proportional to the second power of the
dipole moment. This means that the SERS signal will be enhanced by enhancement
factor:
EF = |g1(ω)g2(ωR)|2. (2.8)
If we now use the approximation where g1(ω) ≈ g2(ωR), we see that the en-
hancement factor is proportional to the fourth power of the field enhancement. This
approximation is valid only when the dipole polarisability is similar at the excitation
and Raman frequencies. Furthermore, this calculation is made for just two particles,
one metallic sphere and one sample molecule. Including more particles introduces
multipolar effects that further complicate the calculations[23].
2.4 Enhancement factor
One of the most important information when we talk about SERS, is definitely the
boost of the output signal. The magnification factor of the output signal is called the
18
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enhancement factor (EF). It is one of the most important numbers for characterising
SERS substrates[6]. There are many different definitions of the EF and also some
difficulties with the EF measurements and estimations. In literature a wide range
of reported EFs can be found spanning many orders of magnitude[17]. There are
reports of SERS EF values ranging from 10 up to 1015. It is therefore important to
correctly and clearly define a way of calculating and measuring EF. It should tell
us the difference between the measured signal with a SERS substrate and under
non-SERS conditions for the same molecule. But, to correctly define EF, we must
take into account the parameters that influence the SERS process. This includes:
• Incident laser light parameters (wavelength, power, polarisation, angle of in-
cidence)
• Detection setup parameters (numerical aperture, observed volume/surface)
• SERS substrate parameters (material, geometry)
• Analyte properties (Raman polarisability tensor, adsorption to the substrate)
Usually it is impossible to take into account all parameters, but our aim is to include
as many as possible. The EF should also be defined in a way that is practically mea-
surable, theoretically predictable and can be used for comparison between different
substrates. Most definitions of the EF can be put into one of the two categories.
The first one is the average EF that is independent of the molecule position and
represents an average enhancement for many randomly positioned molecules. The
second category is the Single-Molecule EF (SMEF) that represents the enhancement
for the molecule that is positioned at the place with the highest field enhancement,
the so-called hot-spot[6, 17].
The simplest EF is the analytical enhancement factor (AEF). It compares the
signal obtained from a SERS experiment compared to the normal Raman scattering
under the same experimental conditions. It is defined as:
AEF =
ISERS/cSERS
IRaman/cRaman
, (2.9)
where ISERS, IRaman are the intensities of the output signal at SERS and Raman
scattering experiments, respectively. cSERS and cRaman are the concentrations of the
analyte used in each experiment. This definition is very simple, but the number
of molecules that are actually adsorbed at the surface and experience enhancement
remains unknown. Therefore, a new definition of EF is introduced. SERS substrate
enhancement factor (SSEF) uses the total number of molecules participating in
scattering instead of just their concentration. This way only the molecules adsorbed
on the SERS substrate are included. Molecules far from the enhancement region
not contributing to the output signal are ignored[6].
SSEF =
ISERS/NSurf
IRaman/NVol
(2.10)
Here NSurf is the number of molecules adsorbed in the first layer at the SERS
substrate and NVol = cRamanV is the number of molecules participating in the Raman
scattering, where V is the scattering volume.
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Field enhancement is non-uniform over the SERS substrate with areas of very
high enhancement (hot spots) and areas where the field is depleted. For this reason
it is useful to define the maximal single molecule EF (SMEF) for SERS substrate.
SMEF =
ISMSERS
IRaman/NVol
(2.11)
Here we compare the signal of a specific molecule on SERS substrate with the signal
of an average molecule in the normal Raman scattering. Since the SMEF represents
a boost of the output intensity of just one molecule it depends on the orientation
of the molecule and the symmetry of the Raman tensor. This definition is therefore
not the most appropriate as it does not take into consideration the orientation of
the molecule. By averaging over all possible orientations of the molecule we arrive
to the orientation-averaged SMEF (OASMEF),
OASMEF =
[ISMSERS]
IRaman/NVol
(2.12)
where [...] is the orientation average over all allowed orientations of the molecule
at the SERS substrate. Since the position and orientation of the molecule are hard
to measure SMEF is mostly just theoretically predicted[17]. In spite of that, it is
the most unbiased estimation of the SERS enhancement and it is appropriate when
comparing different SERS substrates. It is possible to define a standardised SMEF
(StdSMEF), where molecules with an isotropic Raman tensor are used as they would
experience only the electromagnetic enhancement.
20
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Metamaterials and optical
nanostructures
Metamaterials are artificial materials composed of subwavelength structures result-
ing in electromagnetic properties that are not found in natural materials. Structures
composing metamaterials are made of metal or dielectric materials and they interact
with the electric and magnetic components of the electromagnetic field[25]. Unlike
natural materials, which have positive index of refractions, metamaterials can have
it negative[26]. These unusual material properties combined with the possibility of
creating new kinds of miniaturised antennas and devices have attracted great inter-
est in recent years. Their optical characteristics depend not only on the properties
of the material they are made of, but also on their designed subwavelength struc-
ture. The classical laws of electromagnetism show that metamaterials and dispersed
structures much smaller than the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic wave
can be described as a uniform material with specific unusual properties. Example of
this can be seen in a suspension of gold nanoparticles, where the colour of suspension
ranges from blue to red, depending on the size of the nanoparticles [27], or in RGB
filters based on nanostructures[28]. There are many potential applications for meta-
materials and optical nanostructures, from superlenses allowing optical imaging of
objects at a resolution of one-sixth the wavelength of the incident light[29], to invis-
ibility devices[30]. However, there are significant challenges with the metamaterials,
namely their high losses and difficulties fabricating the nanoscale 3D structures that
have slowed down the development of these applications.
Planar metamaterials with subwavelength thicknesses, called metasurfaces, can
be manufactured with a single-step e-beam lithography. Because of their subwave-
length thicknesses they have lower undesirable losses than inside bulk materials[25].
They can be considered as two-dimensional metamaterials. The propagating path
of the light within the material is minimal, making their effective material prop-
erties less important. More interest is focused on their reflecting and transmitting
properties, which result from the tailored surface impedance. The main features of
metasurfaces are the manipulation of the electromagnetic field on the subwavelength
scale and enhancement of linear and nonlinear optical processes. They can be de-
signed with spatially varying electromagnetic properties. This is achieved by design-
ing arrays of nanoantennas with spatially varying structural features. As a result,
the metasurfaces are able to introduce spatially varying scattering amplitude, phase
and polarisation. This can be used to modify the incident wavefronts into arbitrary
21
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shapes (Fig. 3.1(a)). Different types of antennas can be employed, including plas-
monic antennas, dielectric resonators, quantum dots and nano-crystals[31]. Among
all of the optical resonators plasmonic antennas from metals like silver and gold are
the most widely used. They have desirable properties such as high conductivity in
the radio frequency range and high reflectively in the optical range. Despite the
advantages, plasmonic antennas have high losses in the optical wavelength regime
which prohibit widespread commercial use of plasmonic metasurfaces.
One exception is the use of plasmonic metasurfaces for SERS (Chapter 2). Be-
cause Raman scattering is very inefficient special configurations of metal nanos-
tructures can lead to the significant output signal improvement despite the high
absorption[32]. However, the high losses contribute to the local heating of the metal
structures which can cause changes in the optical properties or reshaping and melting
of the structures. That is why a new type of all-dielectric metasurfaces were pro-
posed after the discovery of the low-order Mie resonances in silicon colloids[33]. The
all-dielectric metasurfaces overcome the issues with heat dissipation and absorption
of the radiated photons. Dielectric antennas do not have free oscillating electrons,
which would experience dissipative resistance since they rather rely on the displace-
ment currents induced by the electromagnetic field[10]. The resonant behaviour
of dielectric nanoparticles enables realisation of low-loss metasurfaces for enhanced
light-matter interaction and light manipulation[34, 35](Fig. 3.1(b,c)). Another ad-
vantage of all dielectric metasurfaces is their compatibility with CMOS fabrication
techniques, enabling the use of dielectric metasurfaces for lab-on-chip applications.
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematics showing Huygens’ principle applied to a metasurface.
Wavefront is modified into an arbitrary shape depending on metasurface design.
Figure reproduced from [31]. (b) A polarisation-switchable dielectric phase hologram
(metasurface) that generates two arbitrary patterns for each polarisation of the
light. Schematic illustration of the devices with measured intensity profiles is shown.
(c) Optical (bottom) and scanning electron (top) microscope images of the device.
Figure reproduced from [35].
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3.1 Mie scattering in dielectric particles
Light scattering on a spherical dielectric particle is described by the Mie theory[36].
This theory provides us with the Jones scattering matrix for a spherical particle of
an arbitrary size. We can calculate the scattered field according to Jones calculus
as:  Es‖
Es⊥
 = exp(−ikR + ikz)
ikR
 S2(θ) 0
0 S1(θ)
 Ei‖
Ei⊥
 (3.1)
Here Es‖ and E
s
⊥ are the components of the scattered electric field that are paral-
lel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. Ei‖ and E
i
⊥ are the
parallel and perpendicular components of the incident light. The term in front of
the scattering matrix represents a spherical wave, where k is the wavevector and R
the distance from the sphere. The off diagonal elements of the scattering matrix
are zero for a spherical particle. According to the Mie theory we can express the
diagonal elements of the scattering matrix using the following infinite series:
S1(θ) =
∞∑
n=1
2n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
(
anpin(cos θ) + bnτn(cos θ)
)
S2(θ) =
∞∑
n=1
2n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
(
anτn(cos θ) + bnpin(cos θ)
)
,
(3.2)
where pin and τn are the Mie angular functions and θ is the scattering angle,
pin(cos θ) =
1
sin(θ)
P 1n(cos θ)
τn(cos θ) =
d
dθ
P 1n(cos θ),
(3.3)
P 1n are the associated Legendre polynomials, an and bn are the Lorenz-Mie coeffi-
cients, defined as
an =
nmedψ
′
n(y)ψn(x)− npψn(y)ψ′n(x)
nmedψ′n(y)ζn(x)− npψn(y)ζ ′n(x)
bn =
npψ
′
n(x)ψn(y)− nmedψn(x)ψ′n(y)
npψn(y)ζ ′n(x)− nmedψ′n(y)ζn(x)
,
(3.4)
where nmed and np are the refractive indices of the medium and the particle, respec-
tively. ψn and ζn are the Riccati-Bessel functions where x and y are related to the
medium and particle properties as: x = 2pirnmed/λ and y = 2pirnp/λ. Because the
series for the Jones scattering amplitude components is infinite and includes non
analytically computable functions we must numerically compute the scattering am-
plitudes. Different calculating methods and programs were developed. One of them
is available online[37]. We used this calculator to calculate the far-field radiation of
the scattered field by a silicon particle with a 150 nm radius for the incident light
with wavelengths λ = 1100 nm and λ = 880 nm. We can see that their scattering
patterns correspond to dipole radiation (Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Far-field scattering patterns for (a) the magnetic and (b) the electric
Mie resonances for both polarisations (perpendicular - red, parallel - blue). The plot
is presented in polar coordinates where the incident of light is from the left (180◦)
and forward scattering is towards the right (0◦). The scattering patterns are similar
to the dipole radiation, for each resonance oriented in a different direction. The
minimum scattering amplitude is (a) for the magnetic resonance in the direction of
the magnetic incident field H and (b) for the electric resonance in the direction of
the electric incident field E. Plotted data was obtained by Mie scattering calculator
[37].
When light with frequency below or near the band-gap frequency of the materials
hits a high refractive index nanosphere with a diameter approximately equal to the
wavelength of incident light, Mie resonances are excited. We can treat them as non-
Rayleigh dipolar scatterers. Magnetic dipolar Mie resonance is the lowest energy
Mie resonance. The electric field inside the spherical particle creates a circular
electric alternate current loop, which in turn acts like a magnetic dipole. The next
lowest Mie resonance is a dipolar electric resonance, where the depolarisation field
oscillates resonant to the incident field and creates an electric dipole[10, 38]. In Fig.
3.3(a) electric and magnetic near-field distributions for both resonances (magnetic
at λ = 1108 and electric at λ = 864 nm) for a spherical silicon particle with the
radius of 150 nm are shown.
3.2 Interactions between two dielectric particles
A system consisting of two dielectric spheres can be studied with a simple electro-
magnetic model for the electric and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, described by
Albella et al. [10]. When two such resonating spheres are placed close together, the
interaction between the induced magnetic and electric dipoles gives us the electric or
magnetic field enhancement in the gap between the spheres. Which field component
is enhanced depends on the polarisation of the incident light. For the polarisation
along the axis of displacement of the centres of spheres we get the enhancement
of the electric field (Fig. 3.3(b)) and for the perpendicular polarisation we get the
enhancement of the magnetic field(Fig. 3.3(c)). The field enhancement in Fig. 3.3
is presented as the local electric (E) or magnetic (H) field magnified with respect to
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Figure 3.3: (a) The electric (top) and magnetic (bottom) near-field distribution at
the electric (left) and magnetic (right) resonances for a silicon particle with a 150
nm radius. The incident light is polarised along the Y axis. (b) Coupling of the
magnetic resonances for two spherical particles, with the incident light polarised
along the Y axis (the axis of displacement of the particles centres). Strong electric
field enhancement (E/Einc) is observed in the 4 nm gap between the spheres (left
and zoomed on top). In the case of the magnetic field (right) there is no coupling
and no field enhancement outside the particles is observed. (c) Polarisation along
the X axis results in the magnetic field enhancement (right and zoomed on top). A
small electric field enhancement is present at the surface of the particles but is much
smaller then for the other polarisation (b). Figure reproduced from [10].
the incident electric (Einc) or magnetic (Hinc) field. The electric field enhancement
(E/Einc) is shown to be as much as 25, for a 4 nm gap between the outer surfaces
of the spheres. This field enhancement can be understood as an interaction of two
dipoles, with the same orientation, placed close together. Because the induced mag-
netic dipoles are oriented in parallel to each other we do not get any magnetic field
enhancement (H/Hinc) in this case. However, for the perpendicular polarisation the
induced magnetic dipoles will be oriented in the same direction which will enhance
the magnetic field.
3.3 Surface lattice resonances
Surface lattice resonances (SLRs) are high quality factor resonances observed in
periodic arrays of nanoparticles. They were first observed in arrays consisting of
metal particles[39], but were recently also studied in arrays of dielectric nanoparticles
on a metallic mirror[14, 40]. When nanoparticles are arranged in a periodic array
and the lattice constant is comparable to the wavelength of the incident light the
scattered light in the plane of the array may arrive at the given particle in phase
with the incident light. This happens when we use the correct combination of the
lattice constant and nanoparticle size. The scattered light that arrives to a particle
in phase with the induced plasmon or Mie resonance reinforces the resonance and
significantly increases the quality factor (Q = λ/∆λ) of the resonance[15, 41, 42].
When a large number of particles are coupled, the width of the resonance is narrowed
down to a few nm and a significant enhancement of the local electric field can be seen
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(Fig. 3.4a,b). To achieve good coupling over multiple nanoparticles a good spatial
coherence of the incident light is required. A study by Rodriguez et al. [43] showed
that an array of approximately 20 by 20 particles is needed to achieve a quality
factor resonance comparable with an infinite array (Fig. 3.4c). A lateral spatial
coherence can be estimated as λ/NA, where λ is the wavelength of the incident light
and NA is the numerical aperture of the focusing objective. The lattice constant
is comparable to the wavelength of the SLR, therefore, from N ≈ 1/NA, we can
estimate that NA < 0.05 is needed to achieve a good quality of the SLR. It has also
been shown that a displacement up to 10% in the positions of particles does not
have a significant effect on the SLR. A larger displacement may cause broadening
of the resonance and can lower its magnitude[44].
Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic of a square array of gold nanoantennas. Each antenna
consists of two gold disks (d = 100 nm, h = 50 nm) separated by 20 nm. (b) The
field enhancement inside the gap between the antennae for two different constants
of the infinite array and a single antenna. The array is illuminated with a plane
wave under normal incidence. The SLR is red shifted with respect to the size of
the lattice constant and its quality factor is improving with increasing constant.
Field enhancement is more than 40 times higher than for a single antenna. (c) The
quality factor of the SLR as a function of the square N × N array with a constant
lattice constant. The red line shows the quality factor for an infinite array. Figure
reproduced from [15, 43].
3.3.1 The coupled dipole approximation
In the coupled dipole approximation[45], an array of N nanoparticles is replaced by
an array of electric dipoles. In each nanoparticle a dipole will be induced Pi =
αsEloc,i, where i is the particle index, αs its polarisability and Eloc,i is the local field
at the position of the nanoparticle ri that is the sum of the incident field and the
retarded fields of the other dipoles, given as:
Eloc,i = E0 exp(ik · ri)−
N∑
j=1,j ̸=i
AijPj, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.5)
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where E0 is the incident plane wave with the wavenumber k = 2pi/λ and Aij is the
dipole interaction matrix expressed as[46]:
Aij·Pj = k2 exp (ik · rij) rij × (rij ×Pj)
r3ij
+exp (ik · rij) (1− ik · rij)
[
r2ijPj − 3rij (rijPj)
]
r5ij
,
(3.6)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, i ̸= j and rij is the vector from the dipole
i to the dipole j. The retardation effects are fully considered by including terms
r−1, r−2 and r−3. The polarisations are found by solving 3N linear equations of the
form AijPi = Ej, where Ej is incident electric field at position of the corresponding
element. For an infinite array, assuming that the polarisation is the same for all
particles, it is possible to get the analytical solution for the polarisation as
P =
E0
1/αs − S , (3.7)
where S is the retarded dipole sum
S =
∑
j ̸=i
exp (ikri,j)
[
(1− ikri,j) (3 cos2 θi,j − 1)
r3i,j
+
k2 sin2 θi,j
ri,j
]
, (3.8)
where θi,j is the angle between ri,j and the polarisation direction. Once we have
the polarisation of each particle we can calculate the extinction cross section Cext =
4pik Im (P/E0). We see that when the real parts of 1/αs and S are equal, then the
polarisation of particles in the array becomes large and the extinction cross section
spectrum have a maximum. But as we can see in Fig. 3.5b, the real parts of 1/αs
and S are equal at more that one point. Therefore we also need to take into account
the imaginary parts. As seen from Fig. 3.5, it turns out that if the two imaginary
parts have an opposite sign they are added together according to Eq. (3.7). The
polarisation of the particle is significantly damped and no resonance is observed.
On the other hand, when both imaginary parts have the same sign they cancel out
and a high quality resonance is observed[41, 47].
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Figure 3.5: (a) The extinction cross section calculated per particle for one isolated
particle and a particle in an array of silver disks (h = 30 nm, d = 120 nm). (b)
The real and imaginary part of the inverse polarisability and the dipole sum for
a square array with a lattice constant of 480 nm. The incidence light is linearly
polarised along the array’s y-axis, with a normal incidence angle. Two intersections
of the real parts of 1/αs and S is indicated by the dashed lines in (a) and (b). The
third intersection in not marked since there is no resonance, due to the significant
difference between the imaginary parts of 1/αs and S. Figure reproduced from [47].
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Finite element method simulations
The studied structures are too complex to be analytically solvable and their fabri-
cation is too expensive and time consuming to do the optimisation experimentally.
For the analysis of the metasurface, full wave electromagnetic Finite element method
(FEM) simulations were performed by the ANSYS software package High Frequency
Structure Solver (HFSS)[48]. The FEM is a numerical simulation method commonly
used in thermodynamics, structural analysis and fluid dynamics for simulating ma-
terial deformations, resonance frequency modes, maximum stresses, heat flux, fluid
flow and electromagnetic potential.
To analytically solve such problems, generally solutions of ordinary or partial
differential equations are required. In electromagnetics we are limited to prob-
lems involving planar, circular and spherical surfaces. For example, static potential
between the infinite parallel plates, wave propagation in rectangular and circular
waveguides, resonances in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical cavities and wave
scattering by infinite planes, wedges, cylinders and spheres[49]. For more compli-
cated geometries, loadings and material properties usually analytical solution is not
obtainable and various approximate methods are employed. In the FEM we divide
the structure into an equivalent system consisting of smaller parts (finite elements)
interconnected at the boundary lines or surfaces. Then instead of solving the prob-
lem for the entire structure in one step, we construct a system of equations for each
finite element[50]. Solving this system of equations gives us the solution to the whole
structure. The method has 4 basic steps:
1. Discretisation of the initial domain into finite elements,
2. selection of interpolation function and deriving the equations for a typical
element,
3. assembling the element equations in a system of equations and introducing
boundary conditions,
4. solving the system of equations.
The structure under analysis is first divided into an equivalent system of finite
elements. This process is usually referred to as the meshing process. Selection of
the element type and their size is of great importance to optimally model the actual
structure. The elements must be small enough to give usable results and yet large
enough to reduce the computational effort. Smaller elements are desirable where the
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value of the observable is changing rapidly and larger elements can be used at places
where the change is relatively slow. Common types of elements used for meshing 3D
structures are depicted in Fig. 4.1. The type used depends on the specific properties
of the initial system. In the case of HFSS, tetrahedrals are used with an initial size
of λ/6 or smaller. The initial mesh is further adjusted in the refinement process,
where the solution is calculated and elements are made smaller or bigger according
to the gradient of the observable. This increases the accuracy of the solution and
optimises the number of elements.
Figure 4.1: Types of three dimensional elements used in the meshing process in the
FEM. Tetrahedron is the simplest element used in the FEM. Higher order polyhe-
drons can also be used for meshing. Figure reproduced from [51].
In the second step, we select an appropriate interpolation function that locally
approximates the solution for an element. The interpolation function is usually
a polynomial function. First, second or higher order can be used, depending on
the wanted accuracy and simplicity of formulation[49]. This process eliminates all
the spatial derivatives from the partial differential equations and gives us a set of
algebraic equations for the steady state problems or a set of ordinary differential
equations for the time dependent problems[52].
In the next step a global system of equations is generated from the element
equations. The local coordinates of each element are transformed into the global
coordinates. Before we solve the system of equations the boundary conditions are
considered. In the electromagnetic problem we can define different types of bound-
ary conditions. Those that define properties of the boundary, for example, radiation
boundary, a perfect electric conductor, the boundary with specific impedance, peri-
odic condition or symmetry. The other type of boundary conditions describe sources
of the electromagnetic field, like incident electromagnetic waves (plane wave, Gaus-
sian beam, dipole waves, ...) or port at the boundary of the design (wave port,
lumped port, floquet port)[48].
The constructed system of equations can become very large and requires a lot of
processing power and memory to solve. This is the reason why these methods have
been developed only in recent years, when computers with sufficient memory and
processing power have become more widely available.
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4.1 Demonstration of FEM on an example
For a better understanding of FEM we will use a simple 2D electrostatic example
presented in the paper by Sadiku[53]. The electric potential will be calculated on a
plane divided into two elements. The coordinates of each node and the boundary
conditions are shown in Fig. 4.2. We will approximate the electric potential V (x, y)
across the region consisting of two elements.
Figure 4.2: Two element mesh, with coordinates for each node and the value of the
electric potential at the node 1 and 3. On the right side, each element is shown,
with the global (outside) and local (inside) numbering of nodes. Figure reproduced
from [53].
As said before, after dividing the model into the smaller elements, in this example
just 2 elements, the interpolation function is chosen. In our simple model, we will
choose a linear function.
Ve(x, y) = a+ bx+ cy (4.1)
Where Ve is the potential for the element e. It is generally non-zero within the
element and zero outside. The coefficients a, b and c can be determined from the
values of the potential at each node as,
a
b
c
 =

1 x1 y1
1 x2 y2
1 x3 y3

−1 
Ve1
Ve2
Ve3
 , (4.2)
where x1,2,3 and y1,2,3 are the coordinates of the locally numbered element nodes.
Combining this equation with the interpolation function (Eq. (4.1)) gives us,
Ve =
[
1 x y
] 1
2A

(x2y3 − x3y2) (x3y1 − x1y3) (x1y2 − x2y1)
(y2 − y3) (y3 − y1) (y1 − y2)
(x3 − x2) (x1 − x3) (x2 − x1)


Ve1
Ve2
Ve3
 ,
(4.3)
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which we can rewrite in a more compact form as
Ve =
3∑
i=1
αi(x, y)Vei, (4.4)
where,
α1 =
1
2A
[(x2y3 − x3y2) + (y2 − y3) x+ (x3 − x2) y],
α2 =
1
2A
[(x3y1 − x1y3) + (y3 − y1) x+ (x1 − x3)y],
α3 =
1
2A
[(x1y2 − x2y1) + (y1 − y2) x+ (x2 − x1)y].
(4.5)
A is the area of the element. This way we were able to get the approximation
function for the electric potential within each element. In the next step we will
construct a system of equations for all elements. Different variational methods can
be used for this purpose. One of the popular methods used in the FEM is the
Galerkin method that is a procedure of minimising the error of approximation by
fitting the trial functions to the partial differential equation[52]. In the example we
will use a simpler method. Since we do not have free charges in our system Poisson’s
equation simplifies into the Laplace’s equation ∇2V = 0. Now it can be solved by
minimising the field energy, which for our system is written as:
We =
1
2
∫
ϵ|E|2dS = 1
2
∫
ϵ |∇Ve|2 dS = 1
2
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
ϵVei
[∫
∇αi · ∇αjdS
]
Vej. (4.6)
Here we substitute Ve from Eq. (4.4). The term in the brackets may be regarded as
the coupling between the two local nodes and is defined as:
C
(e)
ij =
∫
∇αi · ∇αjdS. (4.7)
Equation (4.6) can now be written in the matrix form as:
We =
1
2
ϵ [Ve]
T [C(e)] [Ve] , (4.8)
where
[
C(e)
]
is a 3× 3 symmetric matrix, also called the element coefficient matrix.
Once we derived the energy for one element we can assemble the equation for the
whole system as:
W =
N∑
e=1
We =
1
2
ϵ[V ]T [C][V ]. (4.9)
Where N is the number of elements, [V ] is the vector representing the potential at
each node of the system and [C] is the global coefficient matrix, where the global
numbering of nodes is used. In the case of the system with 4 nodes, [C], is a 4× 4
matrix. We obtain individual Cij by adding contributions from all the elements that
contain nodes i and j:
[C] =

C
(1)
11 C
(1)
12 0 C
(1)
13
C
(1)
21 C
(1)
22 + C
(2)
11 C
(2)
12 C
(1)
23 + C
(2)
13
0 C
(2)
21 C
(2)
22 C
(2)
23
C
(1)
31 C
(1)
32 + C
(2)
31 C
(2)
32 C
(1)
33 + C
(2)
33
 . (4.10)
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If there is no direct link between two nodes (as the nodes 1 and 3 are not connected
in our case), there is no coupling and C13 = C31 = 0. As before, [C] is symmetric,
while for a larger system with more elements, there will be more nodes without
coupling, therefore the matrix will be also sparse. In the last step of FEM we solve
the assembled system. We find the solution to the Laplace’s equation by minimising
the energy. We do this by calculating the partial derivatives of W with respect to
the each nodal value of the potential and require that they are zero:
∂W
∂Vk
= 0 k = 1, 2, · · · · · · , n. (4.11)
Here n is the number of nodes. From this we get a set of equations, from which
we can calculate the electric potential at each node. One way to solve this system
of equations is to reorganise the matrix [C] by putting all the nodes that have
prescribed potential (boundary conditions) at the bottom and those that have free
or unknown potential at the top:
W =
1
2
ϵ
[
Vf Vp
] Cff Cfp
Cpf Cpp
 Vf
Vp
 . (4.12)
The subscripts f and p, refer to the free and prescribed potential, respectively.
Now, if we calculate the derivatives of W according to Eq. (4.11), we only need to
differentiate with respect to Vf , since Vp is constant.
[
Cff Cfp
] Vf
Vp
 = 0 (4.13)
We reorganise it to:
[Vf ] = − [Cff ]−1 [Cfp] [Vp] . (4.14)
For our example (Fig. 4.2) this gives us a system of two equations with two un-
knowns,  V2
V4
 = −
 C22 C24
C42 C44
−1  C21 C23
C41 C43
 V1
V3
 (4.15)
where V1 = 0, V3 = 10 and the elements Cij are shown in matrix (4.10), where we use
the definition of C(e)ij from Eq. (4.7). We use the node coordinates to calculate Cij
and then solve the system of equations (Eq. (4.15)) obtaining the electric potential
at the other two nodes as: V2 = 3.604 and V4 = 4.320. All that is left now is to
calculate the coefficients a, b and c, for each element, according to Eq. (4.2). This
allows us to determine the electric potential at any point within the mesh using the
interpolation function (Eq. (4.1)).
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Design guidelines
In SERS there is enhancement at the excitation and emission wavelength, resulting
in a total enhancement proportional to the fourth power of the field amplitude[4, 5]
(Section 2.3). Therefore the primary goal in designing better SERS substrates is
maximisation of the field amplitude at the excitation and emission wavelengths. A
high field enhancement has some drawbacks, such as high local dissipation which
heats up the substrate, deforming its structure. Low loss and high refractive index
dielectric materials have shown promising results and have potential to be used for
SERS[9, 11, 12]. Substrate heating and absorption need to be taken into account
when different substrate performances are compared as described by Caldarola et.
al.[9]. They showed that, even though dielectric dimers have a lower EF than the
gold ones, they have significantly lower absorption. This enables the use of higher
laser power to produce the same output of the Raman signal while producing 75%
less heat.
Our goal was to optimise the spatial structure of a dielectric SERS substrate to
produce the highest possible field enhancement while still retaining a considerably
small absorption. In the end, to compare the designed substrate with other SERS
substrates, we also calculated the absorption adjusted EF.
5.1 Experimental parameters
5.1.1 Selection of wavelength
In SERS the choice of substrate structure dimensions and material depends on the
selection of the excitation laser’s wavelength. The three most widely used excitation
wavelengths are 532 nm, 785 nm and 1064 nm[54]. Each excitation wavelength has
specific advantages and disadvantages, allowing a user to optimise the measurement.
The most obvious performance difference is in the Raman scattering cross-section,
which is roughly proportional to λ−4. The shorter wavelengths scatter more and
produce more output signal in experiments[54]. Another thing we need to consider
is the detector sensitivity. Silicon based CCD chips have good sensitivity up to 1100
nm. For the wavelengths beyond that IR detectors with lower sensitivity have to be
used.
Fluorescence is another phenomenon that can obstruct measurements of Raman
scattering. The scattering cross section is much larger than in the case of Raman
scattering and as such the fluorescence signal dominates in the experiment, rendering
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the Raman signal undetectable[4]. Fluorescence is produced in a process similar
to Raman scattering. The molecule is excited from the ground state to a higher
molecular vibronic state, as opposed to the Raman scattering where it gets excited
to a short lived virtual state. The energy of the first vibronic excitation usually
corresponds to the shorter wavelengths of the visible spectrum. Hence, only light
with shorter wavelengths is able to excite the molecule and produce fluorescence. If
a longer wavelength laser (near-IR) is used fluorescence intensity is small and the
Raman scattering output signal is detectable (Fig. 5.1(a)).
Considering the effects described above the 785 nm wavelength excitation is
a good compromise between the Raman scattering efficiency and limiting the ob-
scurence by the fluorescence. It is still within the light sensitivity range of the
common detectors, which makes it the good choice for variety of chemicals[54].
5.1.2 Selection of materials
Once the wavelength of 785 nm has been chosen the appropriate materials have to
be selected. They have to be compatible with the e-beam lithography and produce a
strong local field enhancement while having low absorption at 785 nm. As mentioned
before, metal nanoparticles with free electrons oscillating in the resonance with the
incident field produce a strong local field enhancement. However, these oscillations
are accompanied by significant optical losses and consequently generate a lot of un-
desired heat. On the other hand, optical Mie resonances of high-index nanoparticles
originate from the displacement currents due to oscillations of bounded electrons.
These currents are free of Ohmic damping reducing the nonradiative losses and heat-
ing. A large refractive index is desired to ensure a smaller radiation leakage from the
nanoparticles[34]. It turns out that some of semiconductors have all of the desired
properties. Lithographic process is optimised for them since they are being widely
used in integrated circuits. They have a high refractive index at the below-band gap
frequencies that originates from the continuum of the interband transitions. This
results in a high refractive index and relatively low absorption at the same time. The
band gap may be either direct or indirect. When light passes through a direct-band-
gap semiconductor a photon can be absorbed to the bottom of the conduction band.
At the same time, when light travels through an indirect-band-gap medium, due to
the large mismatch between the electron and photon wavevectors, such process does
not occur, which results in reduced optical absorption. To determine the best mate-
rial we compare the quality factors of the magnetic Mie resonance. Results are taken
from the paper by Baranov et al. [34] and shown are in Fig. 5.1(b,c). In the visi-
ble spectral region crystalline silicon (c-Si) provides the highest field enhancement.
GaP has a lower Q-factor, but it can be a good choice for the applications where
ultra low absorption is desired since its extinction coefficient is close to 0. In the
near-IR region Ge is the best choice, although c-Si is still a good option. Based on
these results, we decided to use c-Si in the design of the metasurface. The refractive
indices of the materials used in the design were taken from the literature[55, 56, 57].
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Figure 5.1: (a) Three Raman spectra of Sesame seeds oil recorded with a different
excitation wavelength. The vibrational structure is visible only for the 1064 nm
wavelength. At 532 nm and 785 nm Raman spectra are masked by fluorescence.
Figure reproduced from [54]. (b,c) The quality factors of the magnetic dipole Mie
resonance of spherical nanoparticles made of various high-index materials as a func-
tion of the wavelength in (b) the visible and (c) near-IR regions. The nanosphere
sizes were continuously tuned in such a way that they satisfy the resonance condition
at each wavelength. Figure reproduced from [34].
5.2 Geometry dependence of dimer field enhance-
ment
A system consisting of two dielectric spheres has been already described by Albella,
et. al. [10] and presented in Section 3.1 of this work. In the same way as the
magnetic and electric Mie dipoles are induced in a dielectric sphere they are also
induced in a cylindrical dielectric particle. The cylindrical shape is more convenient
to be manufactured on top of the base substrate[9, 11, 12]. Two cylindrical particles
(pillars) that are placed close together form a dimer with a small gap in-between
(Fig. 5.2(b)). Upon illumination of the dimer with the electric field polarised along
the direction of separation of the two pillars the electric field is enhanced in the gap.
FEM simulations (Chapter 4) were conducted in the software package ANSYS
HFSS. The structure was designed in a 3D modelling tool based on the dimensions
from previous works [9, 12]. Radiation boundaries are selected to mimic free space
and incident plane wave was configured. Meshing of the design is done with the
adaptive meshing algorithm, where we define the initial size of elements based on
the chosen wavelength. The elements are then adjusted in the refinement process
to reach desired accuracy of the simulation. The convergence parameter is selected
in a way that there are not too many elements, which can make simulation time
too long. In our case the structure was divided in approximately 10000 tetrahedra.
Once the simulations for all wavelengths were completed, we checked the maximal
amplitude of the electric field in the gap between the pillars and calculated the
field enhancement at each wavelength. In the spectrum of the field enhancement
(Fig. 5.2(a)) of the dimer, with the silicon pillars that are 300 nm tall and have
the diameter of 150 nm, two field enhancement peaks are observed. The first one is
placed at around λ = 700 nm and belongs to the coupling of the two electric dipole
Mie resonances; we will call it electric dimer field enhancement (electric DFE). The
second is located at around λ = 900 nm and belongs to the coupling of the two
magnetic dipole Mie resonances (magnetic DFE). The electric and magnetic field
enhancement distributions at the wavelengths of both peaks are shown in Fig. 5.2(c-
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Figure 5.2: (a) Maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars with
respect to the wavelength. The coupling of the electric Mie resonances is present
at λ ≈ 700 nm while the coupling of the magnetic Mie resonances in located at
λ ≈ 900 nm. (b) 3D model of the structure employed in the numerical simulations.
Each silicon pillar is 300 nm tall and has a diameter of 150 nm. The structure is
placed in empty space. (c-f) The electric field distributions at the wavelengths of the
electric DFE ((c)side view, (e) top view) and magnetic DFE ((d)side view, (f) top
view). In the case of coupling of the electric Mie resonances the maximum electric
field enhancement is positioned at the middle of the dimer. However, the electric
field enhancement for the magnetic Mie resonances coupling is strongest at the top
of the dimer. There is also a higher amplitude of the electric field inside each pillar
for coupling of (c) the electric Mie resonances as for (d) the magnetic DFE. The
electric field on the inner sides of the pillars is also stronger for (e) the electric DFE
than for (f) the magnetic one, where the electric field is stronger on the outer sides
of the pillars and there is a field depletion at the inner sides, near the gap.
f) and Fig. 5.3. Particularly from the magnetic field enhancement distributions we
can see the difference between both Mie resonances. In the case where the magnetic
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Figure 5.3: Magnetic field distributions at the wavelengths of the electric DFE
((a)side view, (c) top view) and magnetic DFE ((b)side view, (d) top view). The
magnetic field is stronger in the inner sides of pillars for (b,d) the magnetic Mie
resonances than for (a,c) the electric one, where the magnetic field is stronger on
the outer sides of pillars and there is field depletion at the inner sides, near the gap.
Mie resonances are coupled the magnetic field is concentrated on the inner part of
the pillars, while for the coupling of the electric Mie resonances, magnetic field tends
to be higher on the outer part of the pillars.
The dependence of the field enhancement with respect to the size of the gap
between the pillars is reported in Fig. 5.4. We observe that the field enhancement is
larger for smaller gaps. This was expected in accordance with previous work[10]. The
gap dimensions are chosen only on the basis of maximisation of the field enhancement
level at the peaks. The natural choice would be the smallest gap, however a limit is
posed by the manufacturability of the pillars. Previous works with pillars of similar
dimensions[9, 12] have shown the feasibility of a 20 nm gap between the pillars.
This value was also used at the beginning of this study and was later increased to
increase the fabrication feasibility.
To achieve good enhancement factor of the designed metasurface a strong field
enhancement at the specific wavelength is needed. This can be done with the ap-
propriate positioning of the Mie resonances. Their spectral position depends on
the pillar dimensions (diameter, D, and height, h). It is therefore important to
understand how the position and field enhancement change at different dimensions.
Spectra of the field enhancement for different values of the diameter and height are
shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. Both resonances shift to longer wavelengths when
the pillar dimensions are increased. Changes of the field enhancement are more
complicated. For coupling of the electric Mie resonances (electric DFE) we observe
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Figure 5.4: The maximum field enhancement spectra for the cases of different sizes
of gaps between the pillars. The field enhancement is higher for the smaller gap and
drops significantly when the gap is increased.
Figure 5.5: The maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars with
respect to the wavelength for different diameters of a dimer. The diameter, D, of the
pillars is varied in steps of 10 nm. The maximum of the DFE peak moves towards
longer wavelengths with increasing diameter of the pillars.
a decrease of the field enhancement with increasing diameter of the pillars and in-
crease with increasing height. Changes of the field enhancement are smaller for the
magnetic resonance. Here the field enhancement increases with increasing diameter
and remains constant with increasing height.
5.3 Surface lattice resonance in a dielectric array
We presented the surface lattice resonances in Section 3.3. There they were described
in an array of the plasmonic nanoparticles. The coupled dipole approximation takes
into account only one radiating dipole for each nanoparticle. However, as we learned
in Section 3.1, in a dielectric particle with dimensions similar to the wavelength,
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Figure 5.6: The maximum field enhancement for different heights of a dimer. The
height, h, of the pillars is varied in steps of 20 nm. The maximum of the DFE peak
moves towards longer wavelengths with increasing height of the pillars.
two dipole Mie resonances are excited. The magnetic dipole Mie resonance that
acts like a magnetic dipole and the electric dipole Mie resonance that acts as an
electric dipole. The magnetic (electric) dipole is oriented parallel to the direction of
the magnetic (electric) component of the incident electromagnetic field. This means
that the induced dipoles are perpendicularly oriented. The far-field radiation for the
magnetic Mie resonance and the electric Mie resonance radiate in the perpendicular
directions to each other in the plane perpendicular to the wave vector of the incident
light.
To see if both types of the dipoles couple, we simulated an infinite array of
silicon spheres (Fig. 5.7 (b)). To do that, periodic boundary conditions are used.
Master/slave boundary pairs are placed on the side faces of the simulation volume.
The electric field on the slave surface matches the E-field on the master surface
with a phase shift enforcing a periodicity in the fields. To the top and bottom faces
Floquet ports are assigned[48]. The ports excite and terminate propagating plane
waves in the unit cell. The propagation direction and polarisation of the excitation
plane wave are defined. Other simulation parameters remain the same as in the case
of a single dimer.
The magnetic Mie dipoles are coupled in the direction, parallel to the polari-
sation of light (x-axis) while the electric Mie dipoles are coupled in the direction
perpendicular to the polarisation (y-axis). Coupling of two dipoles results in two
resonances. One is a result of the coupling of the magnetic Mie dipoles in the x-axis
and the other is a result of the coupling of the electric Mie dipoles in the y-axis.
Both resonances are clearly seen in the transmission spectrum of the array (Fig. 5.7
(a)). Each resonance is spectrally positioned according to the corresponding differ-
ent lattice constant. The wavelengths of the magnetic and electric SLRs depend on
the lattice constants ax and ay, respectively. At the resonance standing waves are
clearly seen in the electric field distributions for the electric SLR in y direction (Fig.
5.8 (a)) and for the magnetic SLR in x direction (Fig. 5.8 (b)).
The resonant wavelength of each SLR depends on the associated lattice constant.
In Fig. 5.9(a) we see that the electric SLR moves linearly to the longer wavelengths
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Figure 5.7: (a) The transmission spectrum of an array of silicon particles in rect-
angular lattice. The electric and magnetic Mie resonances are present at the same
positions as for the single particle. In addition, we observe the electric and magnetic
narrow-band SLRs, positioned at approximately 1160 nm and 1210 nm respectively.
The spectral position of the SLRs coincides with the lattice constants. (b) Model of
a rectangular array of silicon spheres with the 150 nm radius. The lattice constant
of the array is ax = 1200 nm in the x direction and ay = 1150 nm in the y direction.
Figure 5.8: (a) The electric field distribution for the electric SLR in an array of
silicon spheres with the lattice constants of ax = 1200 nm and ay = 1150 nm. The
field inside the particle matches the field distribution for the electric Mie resonance.
A standing wave appears in the y direction, because of the coupling between the
neighbouring particles. (b) The electric field distribution for the magnetic SLR.
The field inside the particle matches the field distribution for the magnetic Mie
resonance. The standing wave appears in the x direction, because of the coupling
between the neighbouring particles.
with increasing lattice constant ay, while the magnetic SLR remains positioned at
around 1210 nm for constant ax = 1200 nm. In the case where the lattice constant
ay is constant and ax is changing (Fig. 5.9(b)), we see that for smaller ax the position
of the magnetic SLR is not changing linearly with ax. This is because the magnetic
SLR comes close to the position of the magnetic dipole Mie resonance of the sphere
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Figure 5.9: (a) Transmission spectra for different values of ay lattice constant from
1000 nm to 1250 nm, at constant ax = 1200 nm. The magnetic SLR stays still at
λ = 1210 nm while the electric SLR linearly shifts with increasing ay. Both dipole
Mie resonances are also visible; the magnetic one at λ = 1050 nm and the electronic
Mie resonance at λ = 860 nm. (b) Transmission spectra for different values of lattice
constant ax from 1000 nm to 1250 nm at constant ay = 1150 nm. The electric SLR
stays still at λ = 1160 nm while the magnetic SLR shifts with increasing ax. The
shift is not linear due to proximity to the magnetic dipole Mie resonance.
and it stays positioned at longer wavelengths than the lattice constant predicts. We
also notice an increase in transmission of the array at the wavelengths prior to the
magnetic SLR, as it can also be seen in Fig. 3.5(b). We see that we can position
the SLRs at the desired wavelength simply by changing the lattice constant down
to the wavelength of the particle’s Mie resonance.
Instead of having the array of silicon spheres, we take an array of dimers (Fig.
5.10(b)), with lattice constants ax = 1100 nm and ay = 1000 nm. As already shown
for the plasmonic array of dimers[15] we get strong field enhancement inside the gap
between both particles in a similar way as when we have the near field coupling
of just two particles. In the spectrum of the maximal field enhancement inside
the gap (Fig. 5.10(a)) we recognise the coupling of both dipolar Mie resonances
(electric DFE and magnetic DFE) at the same position as in the case of a single
dimer (Fig. 5.2 (a)). Beside both DFEs we also have two strong and narrow SLRs.
They are positioned at the wavelengths that corresponds to the lattice constants
of the array. The electric field distribution for the electric or magnetic SLR (Fig.
5.10(c,d)) is similar to one for the electric or magnetic dipole Mie resonances shown
in Fig. 5.2 (c,d), respectively. This further confirms that each SLR comes from the
array coupling of the electric or magnetic Mie resonance.
5.4 Reflective surface
Above we have studied the coupling between two closely placed pillars and the
dimers placed in an array where the dipole Mie radiation from each dimer interferes
and the SLRs are produced. In all these cases the nanoparticles were placed in
an empty space, with no surrounding media. In reality the nanoparticles need to
be placed on some substrate that will retain their spatial distribution. One of the
simplest options would be a rigid low refractive index substrate (glass substrate).
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Figure 5.10: (a) Maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars for the
array of the silicon dimers. 4 peaks are visible in the spectrum. Two DFEs and two
SLRs. (b) Model of a rectangular array of silicon dimers, consisting of two pillars
with the 150 nm diameter and 300 nm height. The lattice constant of the array is
ax = 1100 nm in the x direction and ay = 1000 nm in the y direction. (c,d) Electric
field distributions at the wavelengths of the electric SLR (c) and magnetic SLR (d).
The electric field magnitude is maximal in the middle of the gap for the electric SLR
and at the top and bottom of the gap for the magnetic SLR.
It was shown for plasmonic arrays that SLRs are suppressed in an asymmetric
environment[41]. Additional reflection at the interface between air and glass affects
both the polarisability of an individual particle, α, and the dipole sum S. As
described with the coupled dipole approximation in Section 3.3.1, the condition for
the SLR is Re(1/αs − S) = 0 and Im(1/αs − S) needs to be small. Reflection from
the dielectric substrate affects only the real part of the polarisability and the dipole
sum. In this case the real part is 0 at the spectral position where the imaginary part
is significant and SLR will be significantly damped and unobservable[41]. Therefore,
we will not use a glass substrate and try to find a better solution. One option would
be using a very thin low refractive index membrane as in the paper by Pud et al.
[58] to manufacture plasmonic bow-ties on top of it. The membrane is thin enough
so it does not have a large influence in the light propagation and the light would
act similarly as before when the nanoparticles were placed in empty space. The
membrane however, can be problematic because of its small thickness would be
fragile and hard to work with.
This led us to the third option, placing pillars on top of a totally reflective
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surface. This way, we would be able to exploit the reflected light to achieve a higher
field enhancement. Initially the reflective surface was defined as a perfect electric
conductor, which was later replaced with a 100 nm thick gold mirror with a 10
nm thick spacer of fused silica (SiO2) on top (Fig. 5.11 (b)). The low refractive
index SiO2 spacer is inserted to prevent the excitation of the plasmonic waves at the
interface between the dimers and the gold mirror, in a similar fashion to what was
done for other reflective nanostructure-based substrates [59]. The presence of the
gold mirror allows for the second interference of the forward scattered field, which
would have otherwise been lost. In this way we are able to achieve up to 3 times
higher field enhancement compared to the design where we do not use the reflective
substrate (Fig. 5.11 (a)). Spectral position of the electric DFE shifts for 50 nm and
the magnetic DFE for 200 nm.
Figure 5.11: (a) Maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars for the
array of silicon dimers in free space (red) and for the array of silicon dimers placed
on top of a gold mirror (blue). In the second spectrum (blue) only 3 distinctive
peaks are visible. The magnetic and electric DFE and magnetic SLRs. (b) A unit
cell of an rectangular array of silicon dimers placed on top of a 100 nm thick gold
mirror with a 10 nm glass spacer. Each dimer consists of two pillars with the 150
nm diameter and 300 nm height. The lattice constant of the array is ax = 1100 nm
in the x direction and ay = 1000 nm in the y direction.
Unfortunately, the use of a gold mirror has a drawback. Because gold is a conduc-
tor the gold mirror acts as an infinite conductive surface and boundary conditions for
the electric conductor must be considered. For perfect electric conductor (PEC) the
parallel component of the electric field at the boundary is E‖ = 0 and the perpen-
dicular component of the magnetic field is also H⊥ = 0. This boundary conditions
can be presented by use of the image theory (Fig. 5.12). An electric and magnetic
dipole on top of the conductive surface produce an image of itself below the sur-
face. In the case of the electric (magnetic) dipole oriented in the parallel to the gold
mirror (conductive surface) (xy plane) produces an image that is oriented in the
opposite (same) direction. As we can see in Fig. 5.13 the real dipole will interfere
with the image of itself and depending on the distance from the surface (h) it results
in constructive or destructive interference in the vertical direction (z-axis). In the
horizontal plane the interference does not depend on h, but it is always destructive
for the electric dipole and constructive for the magnetic dipole. An array of dielec-
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Figure 5.12: Schematic representation of the electric and magnetic dipole on top of
an electric conductor. The presence of the electric conductor will produce an image
of the dipole. Depending on the boundary condition the image of the dipole will be
oriented in the same or the opposite direction.
Figure 5.13: Far field radiation patterns of the electric and magnetic dipoles placed
on top of a PEC at different distances (h).
tric particles on top of a conductive surface has therefore only the magnetic SLR
(Fig. 5.11 (a)). Even though the dielectric particles have two dipole resonances, one
that acts as an electric dipole and one that acts as a magnetic dipole, the electric
SLR will not be present. The electric dipole Mie resonance will not radiate in the
horizontal plane (plane of the array) because of the destructive interference with the
image of the dipole. On the other hand, the coupling between the magnetic dipole
Mie resonances is improved and a higher field enhancement is achieved.
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6.1 Design with a gold mirror
All three enhancement mechanisms, described above (Chapter 5), were combined
together in a way that gives the SERS substrate the best performance. The struc-
ture was designed to target an excitation wavelength of the standard Raman laser
with λ = 785 nm (Section 5.1.1) and emission lines of the phosphate anion (PO3−4 )
molecules. Nevertheless, a similar structure can be designed for other molecules
which has similar characteristics for the Raman spectrum. In the case of the phos-
phate molecules an additional advantage of the dielectric dimers has to be mentioned.
Phosphate and other oxyanions have low affinity for gold and silver, which prevents
them to stick to the surface. This makes plasmonics-based SERS substrates difficult
to be used for their analysis[60]. On the contrary, owing to the completely dielectric
nature of the surface interaction this design perfectly suits this type of application.
The use of three enhancement mechanisms based on different geometric parame-
ters allows controlling each enhancement separately and therefore makes it possible
to adjust a structure for different spectral ranges and different molecules. The SLR
peak is typically narrow-band and consequently suitable to enhance the excitation
light which is generated with mostly narrow-band and stable lasers. Additionally,
the spectral position of the SLR peak depends on the lattice dimensions, which can
be controlled very precisely during manufacturing. On the other hand, the dimer
field enhancement (DFE) peak spectral response is wider and can therefore cover
multiple emission lines. Control of the dimer dimensions is more challenging in the
manufacturing process. Fortunately, the smoother spectral response of the DFE
ensures that the manufacturing tolerances should not have a significant effect on the
total enhancement.
The dimensions of the structure were selected after a full numerical investigation
of the parametric landscape aimed at the maximisation of the field enhancement for
the excitation wavelength of λ = 785 nm and emission wavelengths in the vicinity
of λ = 850 nm (Fig. 6.1). With adjustments of the lattice constant the magnetic
SLR is positioned at approximately excitation wavelength and is characterised by
a very high value of the electric field enhancement (≈ 140) and a narrow-band
behaviour (FWHM ≈ 3 nm). The emitted light is enhanced by the electric DFE
which is typically characterised by a smoother wavelength dependence (in this case
FWHM = 90nm). Use of the electric DFE over the magnetic DFE is favourable
because the electric DFE produces higher field enhancement and the magnetic DFE
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Figure 6.1: The maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars with
respect to the wavelength. The magnetic SLR is located around λ = 785 nm while
the electric DFE is located around λ = 850 nm.
can not be spectrally this close to the magnetic SLR.
The layout with the dimensions of the array unit cell is shown in Fig. 6.2. The
Figure 6.2: (a) Top view of the unit cell of the infinite array employed in the
numerical simulations. The dimers consist of two pillars separated by a 20 nm
gap. The dimers are excited with the electric field polarised along the direction of
the separation of the two pillars. The two pillars are symmetrically displaced with
respect to the centre of the unit cell. (b) Side view of the unit cell. The substrate
is made of a 100 nm thick layer of gold with a 10 nm thick SiO2 spacer on top.
dimers are made out of two pillars with the height of 360 nm and the diameter of
150 nm. The gap between the two pillars is 20 nm. The dimers are placed in an
array with a square unit cell of 778×778 nm. The substrate is made of a 100 nm
thick gold mirror with a 10 nm thick spacer of fused silica (SiO2) on top.
With my colleagues we described this concept of combining multiple field en-
hancing mechanisms in the paper[16]. Unfortunately, the combination of a narrow
gap and rather high pillars presents a great challenge for the metasurface manufac-
turing processes. Even thought dimers with 200 nm tall pillars with a 20 nm gap in
between have been already manufactured[9] the manufacturing process is very time
consuming and expensive. Therefore, after consultation with the manufacturing ex-
perts the ratio between the height of the pillars and gap was agreed to be maximally
4.
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6.2 Design with shorter pillars
Due to complicated manufacturing process of the previous design new possible so-
lutions to create structures that would retain most of the desirable properties, but
would be easier to manufacture, were studied. Guideline for adjusting the design for
easier manufacturing was to use the shortest pillars as possible while still achieving
good field enhancement. Unfortunately the DFE field enhancement drops quickly
when the height of pillars is lowered causing only the field enhancement from the
SLR to be retained. In Section 5.4 we learned that if the gold mirror is used only
the magnetic SLR is present. This means that only the excitation light is enhanced.
Another reason not to use the gold mirror is the absorption of the electromagnetic
field. With the short pillars the field is enhanced closer to the gold mirror and is
consequently more strongly absorbed. The opposite is true for the higher pillars
where the maximum of the field enhancement is at the top and middle of the pillars
and therefore further away from the gold mirror. An alternative to the gold mirror
is a very thin membrane which is thin enough not to have a big influence on the
light propagation[58]. This way both the electric and magnetic SLR are present. As
noted earlier, the downside of this membranes is their fragility.
The use of a glass substrate provides better structural support. Unfortunately,
because of the reflection from the air-glass interface the SLRs are suppressed (Fig.
6.3). An additional layer of a higher refractive index material (Silicon nitrate Si3N4)
needs to be placed on top of the glass substrate. This way an additional reflection
Figure 6.3: The maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars with
respect to the wavelength for 3 different designs. The black line represents design
with 20 nm Si3N4 membrane for the base. The blue line represents design with glass
only for the base substrate and the red line represents the design with a glass base
with a 100 nm Si3N4 layer on top.
from the interface between a high (Si3N4) to low (glass) refractive index materials
will be present. This reflection is trapped inside the additional layer of a higher
refractive index material. It travels across the array and constructively couples with
the scattered light from the nearby dimers. The SLRs are coupled through the high
refractive index layer and thus the effect of the reflected light on the top surface
becomes irrelevant. The SLRs shift in wavelength because of the higher refractive
index of the additional layer. The shift is compensated by adjusting the lattice
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constant.
In order to achieve the desired ratio between the height of the pillars and the
gap not only do the pillars need to be lowered, but also the gap has to be increased.
Increasing the gap, as we see in Fig. 5.4, reduces the field enhancement significantly.
To partially reverse the loss of the field enhancement an additional layer of the
dielectric material has to be deposited on top of the fabricated structure with the
atomic layer deposition process[61]. The new layer is evenly distributed across the
surface, including the sides of the pillars(Fig. 6.4). The gap is reduced causing the
Figure 6.4: (a) Top view of a unit cell of the infinite array. Pillars with the height of
160 nm are fabricated on top of the substrate 40 nm apart. Later the gap is reduced
to 20 nm with the depositing of the additional 10 nm Si3N4 layer. (b) Side view
of the unit cell. The substrate consists of a thick glass substrate with the 100 nm
Si3N4 layer placed on top of it.
electromagnetic field to be concentrated in a smaller volume between the pillars. In
Fig. 6.5 we show the maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars
with respect to the wavelength for 3 different designs. When the additional Si3N4
Figure 6.5: The maximum field enhancement in the gap between the pillars with
respect to the wavelength for 3 different designs. All of them have a glass base with
a 100 nm Si3N4 layer on top. Black and red lines represent the designs with no
additional layer deposited and 20 nm and 40 nm gap, respectively. The blue line
represents design with an additional 10 nm thick Si3N4 layer deposited on top of
the structure represented with the red line. The magnetic SLRs are located around
λ = 785 nm while the electric SLRs are located around λ = 850 nm.
layer is deposited only the field enhancement of the magnetic SLR is increased.
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Both, the magnetic and electric SLRs are noticeably wider. FWHM of the magnetic
SLR increases from 8 nm to 13 nm and FWHM of the electric SLR increases from
8 nm to 15 nm. This way more emission lines can be enhanced and the fabrication
tolerance is increased. The dimensions of the structure can be slightly off and the
laser light or the emission lines are still enhanced. From the electric field distribution
in Fig. 6.6 we see that the volume where the electric field is enhanced in a much
smaller volume for the structure with the additional layer than for the structure
without the additional layer.
Figure 6.6: The electric field distribution of the magnetic SLR for (a) structure with
the 40 nm gap with no additional layer deposited and for (b) structure with the
40 nm gap with the additional 10 nm Si3N4 layer deposited.
Depending on the SERS experiment and how the molecules are distributed on
the substrate the additional layer improves or decreases the performance of the
substrate. If the molecules are uniformly distributed over the whole surface then
the decrease in the gap volume will not have an effect and the performance of the
substrate will be increased. On the other hand if the molecules are deposited in a
thicker layer (thicker than the height of the pillars) in a way that they fill the whole
volume of the gap, then depositing the additional layer will reduce the volume of
the gap and the number of molecules in the area with the high field enhancement.
This way the performance of the substrate will be reduced because even with a
slightly higher field enhancement the number of the molecules inside the gap will be
significantly lower.
6.3 Evaluating performance of the designs
Once the metasurfaces with the desired field enhancing properties are designed,
their performance in the typical SERS experiment is evaluated. The SERS output
is defined as the sum of the Raman scattered light from all molecules participating
in the experiment:
ISERS =
N∑
i=1
g2(λexcit, ri)g
2(λemis, ri)σI0. (6.1)
Here g(λ, r) is the field enhancement at the excitation or emission wavelengths, σ
is the Raman scattering cross section of the molecule and I0 is the intensity of
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the incident electromagnetic field. Summation over the molecules and both field
enhancement are combined into the enhancement factor (EF). As we learned in
Chapter 2, depending on which molecules are included in the summation, different
definitions of the EF are being used. To get a fair comparison between different
designs the same definition has to be used.
6.3.1 Calculating the enhancement factor
For comparison of the reported designs of the metasurfaces, the analytical enhance-
ment factor (AEF) will be used. Here the position of the molecules is not important
and we consider the molecules randomly distributed over the whole surface of the
substrate. This is done by drying the solution of the sample molecules. In this
case, it can be expected that the molecules will be uniformly distributed over the
whole surface. Therefore, the choice for the surface integral rather than the volume
integral within the cell is justified by the fact that the sample molecules will stick to
the surface during the Raman measurements. The AEF is calculated according to
the Eq. 6.2, where the field intensity, at the different wavelengths, is averaged over
the whole substrate surface:
AEF(λemis) =
1
A
∫
A
|Ei(λexcit,r)
E0
|2 × |Ei(λemis,r)
E0
|2dr. (6.2)
Here A is used to denote the surface enclosing the dimers (Fig. 6.7(b)) and E0 is
the electric field amplitude of the incident light.
Figure 6.7: (a) AEF for two presented designs shown on top of the lithium phosphate
Raman spectrum. The spectrum was plotted from public spectral data available at
the RRUFF Raman spectral database[62]. This spectrum has similar Raman emis-
sion lines to the phosphate anion. The wavenumbers for the AEF were calculated
with the excitation wavelength of ≈785 nm. The AEF reaches values up to 1 ·105 for
the design with a gold mirror and up to 6000 for the design on the glass substrate.
(b) Surface A which was used in the calculations of the AEF is marked with red
colour on the 3D model of the design with the glass substrate.
The EF is defined by the field enhancement at excitation and emission wave-
lengths and is typically computed as the fourth power of the maximum field amplitude[4].
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This assumption comes from the usually employed approximation that the light in-
tensity due to the structures surrounding the samples is almost equal at the ex-
citation and emission wavelengths. While this works for most plasmonics based
substrates[5] that are characterised by a broadband spectral response this is not the
case for our designs (Fig. 6.1). When the SERS substrate is not characterised by
a uniform field enhancement over the wavelength band of interest comprised of the
excitation and emission spectra the EF should be computed considering the field
amplitudes at separate bands[4, 5, 7, 12]. In eq. 6.2, the product of the electric field
intensity enhancement at the excitation wavelength (λexcit ≈ 785 nm) and the elec-
tric field intensity enhancement at the emission wavelength λemis is therefore used.
AEF is calculated for each design and shown on top of the reference Raman spectra
(Fig. 6.7(a)). Since the designs were optimised for emission lines with a Raman shift
of 1000 cm−1 the maximum of the AEF is also around that shift. The AEF for the
design with a gold mirror is up to AEF ≈ 1 · 105. This value of the AEF is compa-
rable to the one obtained with the plasmonic scatterers AEF ≈ 1 · 104− 106[6]. The
design on the glass substrate has almost 20 times lower AEF. However, significantly
lower losses in the substrate must be considered.
To be able to compare the proposed designs with the one described in the paper
by Caldarola et al. [9] (Fig. 6.8(a)), we also calculated the SERS substrate EF
(SSEF) inside the gap between the pillars in the same way as it was described in the
paper. In the calculations, the contributions from all the molecular positions inside
Figure 6.8: (a) SEM top-view and lateral-view images of a single dimer presented
in the paper by Caldarola et al. (scale bar = 100 nm). Figure reproduced from [9].
(b) Volume V which was used in the calculations of the SSEF is marked with the
red pillar on the 3D model of the design with the glass substrate.
the gap are summed, without averaging (Equation 6.3). This way the substrates
with larger gap volume and the same average field enhancement inside the gap would
have a higher SSEF. This is due to more molecules possibly fitting in the volume
with the high field enhancement. The volume V of the gap was estimated with a
square pillar with the base dimensions the same as the gap and the height equal to
that of the pillars (red area in Fig. 6.8(b)). That way only the molecules which are
positioned in the high field intensity area were included.
SSEF(λemis) =
∫
V
(Ei(λexcit,r)
E0
)2 × (Ei(λemis,r)
E0
)2dr, (6.3)
Since the output of the FEM simulations is the local field at any point in the
simulated volume the field distributions for all the wavelengths are exported. A
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Matlab code performs the multiplication of the two field distributions at different
wavelengths and the integration over the substrate surface or the gap volume. The
AEF or SSEF for each emission wavelength is then calculated.
6.3.2 Adjusting the EF for absorption
The heat generation in the substrate was one of the main reasons to use dielectric
materials instead of gold for SERS substrates. It therefore natural to keep it under
consideration when comparing the performance of multiple SERS substrates.
The heat generated inside the SERS substrate is the result of absorption of the
electromagnetic field. Metals have free oscillating electrons which are accompanied
by significant optical losses and consequent generation of the undesired heat. Dielec-
tric materials have bound electrons and upon illumination with the electromagnetic
field the displacement currents free of the Ohmic damping are present. This sig-
nificantly reduces the absorption in the dielectric materials. Although a small part
of the electromagnetic wave still gets attenuated inside the material. The amount
of the attenuation is determined by the imaginary part of the materials refractive
index.
The interaction of the metasurfaces with light depends on their structure. This
is also true for the dissipated power. At each resonance the absorption is increased.
This is especially true for the high quality factor SLRs (Fig. 6.9). They are very
Figure 6.9: The amount of dissipated power inside the structure per area relative
to the flux density of the incident light. The position of SLR for the design with a
gold mirror is clearly visible since the absorption at λ = 785 nm reaches up to 0.55,
which means that more than the half of the incident light energy is being absorbed.
Contrary only 8% of the laser light energy is absorbed in the structure of the design
with the glass substrate.
good at producing high field enhancement inside a small gap, but this also results
in high power dissipation. This means that the substrate will heat up more under
the illumination with the excitation laser light. However, because of the higher field
enhancement causing a higher output signal the laser power can be reduced. If we
reduce the laser power to the point where both substrates heat up equally, then the
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substrate with the higher intensity of the output SERS signal is more efficient.
ISERS1 = EF1σ(
Pdis2
Pdis1
I0) (6.4)
Here EF is the enhancement factor, where any definition can be used. Pdis1 and Pdis2
are the dissipated powers in the substrates that are being compared. The incident
power is reduced or increased for the coefficient between both dissipated powers.
In the structure of the design with a gold mirror there is 7 times more dissipation
per unit of the area of the substrate than for the structure of the design with a glass
substrate. This means that the flux of the incident laser light can be 7 times higher
for the design with a glass substrate. In this way, the AEF of the design with a glass
substrate will be effectively increased and it will be now only 3 times smaller than
the AEF of the design with a gold mirror.
6.3.3 Comparison
Once the SSEF for the designed substrates was calculated a comparison with the
dielectric dimer structures proposed by Caldarola et. al.[9] was made. The SSEF
adjusted for absorption of the both designed substrates is compared with the SSEF
of the previously fabricated dielectric dimer structures.
In Fig. 6.10 the spatial distribution of the light dissipation for the structure of
the design with a glass substrate is shown. The dissipation is present only inside the
Figure 6.10: The normalised distribution of the light dissipation density inside the
structure of the design with the glass substrate at the magnetic SLR. Light energy
is being absorbed only in silicon dimers.
silicon pillars. This is expected since the silicon is the only material in this structure
with a relevant imaginary part of the refractive index. Since, the dissipation is
present only in the dimer and the structure from the literature is not placed in
an array where the unit cell could be defined, it is more reasonable to compare
the total absorbed power inside the dimer for the same flux of the incident light.
This comparison is also more relevant for the SSEF that accounts only for the
contributions of the molecules positioned in the gap between the pillars. Since the
unit cell of the design with a gold mirror is larger than the unit cell of the design with
a glass substrate the average absorption is reduced relative to the second design.
However, the total energy absorbed in the structure of the design with the gold
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Figure 6.11: Normalised SSEF for the two presented designs and the design from the
literature[9] shown on top of the lithium phosphate Raman spectrum. The SSEFs
are normalised and adjusted for the dissipation to the design from the literature.
The normalisation is done by dividing the spectra with the maximum value of the
SSEF for the design from literature. Difference in the dissipation was considered
by dividing the SSEF with the ratio (Rdis) between the dissipation in the structure
from the literature and in the structures of other designs.
mirror is 17 times higher than for the design with the glass substrate. This means
that the difference in the performance of both substrates will be less than factor of 2,
even though the design with a gold mirror uses dimers with high aspect ratios. The
dissipation for the design with a glass substrate is only two times higher than the
dissipation in the structure used in the literature. It means that the SLRs on top of
a glass substrate do not cause much higher absorption than just the Mie resonance,
despite producing higher field enhancement. This results in an 18 times higher
adjusted SSEF for the substrate where the dimers are placed in the array on top of
the glass-Si3N4 substrate and the additional 10 nm layer Si3N4 layer is deposited on
top to reduce the gap. One can produce more than 18 times higher output signal
with the designed structure at the same rise of the substrate temperature. In other
words, the designed substrate produces 94% less heat for the same output signal
than the dielectric dimer structures studied until now[9].
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Conclusion
In this master thesis we show that by properly exploiting the SLR and near-field
coupling of the dielectric particles the output signal of Raman scattering could
be significantly enhanced. To be able to design metasurface that exploits both
phenomena we need to understand the light interaction with dielectrics and related
enhancing mechanisms. We first studied the near-field coupling of two particles,
where we investigated the spectral position and amplitude dependence of the dipole
Mie resonances for different structural parameters. A similar parametric dependence
of SLRs was also studied in an array of dielectric particles. Since the dielectric
particles can not be placed in empty space the influence of different base substrate
was considered. Once we obtained this design guidelines we were able to design a
metasurface with the ability to produce high field enhancement for an excitation
laser light with the wavelength 785 nm and Raman emission lines with the Raman
shift around 1000 cm−1. Since the properties of metasurfaces mostly depend on the
dimensions of nanostructures we can modify the spectral responses with changing
the pillars dimensions and lattice constant. This allows us to design substrates for
different excitation wavelengths and different Raman shifts.
Initially we did not consider the manufacturing feasibility and it turned out that
the initial metasurface design was to complicated to fabricate. Consequently we
had to adjust the metasurface in a way that is easier to fabricate and still retains
a high field enhancement. With a change of the dimer dimensions and the base
substrate we managed to greatly reduce the ratio between the height of the pillars
and the gap between them, while still achieving a good field enhancement. For
evaluating the performance of the designed metasurface we calculated two types
of the enhancement factor and compared them with other SERS substrate designs
from literature. The analytical enhancement factor of designed metasurface reaches
close to the values of the typical metallic nanostructures, commonly employed in
SERS experiments. The exploitation of the SLRs provides an additional strong
narrow-band enhancement, which allows us to obtain SSEF larger than for the
typical structures employing dielectric dimers. Moreover, if we consider additional
absorption in the substrate due to the SLRs the specially designed metasurface still
produces more than 94% less heat than other dielectric structures. Low absorption
properties of the all-dielectric metasurface enables the usage of higher excitation
powers resulting in faster acquisition times and more accurate measurements.
This results are based on numerical simulations of interaction between the meta-
surface and the incident excitation light. It has been shown before for dielectric
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metasurfaces that the experimental results are in good agreement with simulations.
Nonetheless, the fabrication of our metasurface and experimental confirmation of
our results still needs to be done.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
Zanimanje za Ramanovo spektroskopijo se je v zadnjem času povečalo zaradi njenega
potenciala za zanesljivo molekularno detekcijo brez predhodne priprave vzorca in
uporabe indikatorjev. Ramanova spektroskopija nam omogoča hitrejšo in cenejšo
analizo vzorcev v medicini, forenziki in okoljskih raziskavah[1]. Spektralna analiza
Ramanovo sipane svetlobe nam pokaže vibracijski spekter molekul, ki ga uporabimo
za prepoznavanje posameznih molekul v analiziranem vzorcu. Ker je sipalni presek
za Ramanovo sipanje majhen, je pogosto potrebno uporabiti površinsko ojačeno
Ramanovo spektroskopijo (SERS), ki ojača sipanje za več velikostnih razredov. Za
SERS se običajno uporabljajo kovinske strukture, ki pa imajo visok absorpcijski
koeficient[8]. Zato jih skušamo nadomestiti z dielektričnimi materiali, ki imajo visok
lomni količnik in majhno absorpcijo. Nano-strukture iz takšnih materialov lokalno
močno ojačajo električno polje in jih lahko uporabimo kot substrate za SERS z
nizkimi izgubami[10, 11, 12, 13].
V magistrski nalogi opišem interakcijo svetlobe z dielektriki in predstavim dva
ojačevalna mehanizma elektromagnetnega polja. Pokažem, da s pravilno oblikovano
dielektrično površino lahko dosežemo večje ojačenje Ramanovega sipanja kot pri
dielektričnih strukturah, ki so trenutno v uporabi.
7.1 Površinsko ojačena Ramanova spektroskopija
Ramanova spektroskopija je neelastični proces, kjer se foton sipa na molekuli vzorca
in izmenja nekaj energije preko vibracijskih in drugih nizko energetskih eksitacij.
Vpadno elektromagnetno polje vzbudi molekulo v kratko živeče virtualno stanje.
Ob relaksaciji virtualnega stanja nastane foton s spremenjeno energijo povezano
s spremembo vibracijskega stanja molekule. Sipani foton je rdeče oziroma modro
spektralno premaknjen glede na to ali je molekula pristala v višjem vibracijskem
stanju (Stokesovo sipanje) ali v nižjem vibracijskem stanju (anti-Stokesovo sipanje).
S spektralno analizo sipane svetlobe dobimo vibracijski spekter preiskovanega vzorca
iz katerega lahko razberemo njegovo sestavo.
Sipalni presek za Ramanovo sipanje je tipično majhen (10−30 cm2/molekulo)[1].
Kljub uporabi močnega vzbujevalnega laserja lahko zaznamo le večje koncentracije
molekul. S površinsko ojačeno Ramanovo spektroskopijo (SERS) lahko povečamo
intenziteto sipane svetlobe za do 14 velikostnih redov, kar omogoči tudi detekcijo
posameznih molekul[6, 18, 19]. Ojačenje SERS je običajno sestavljeno iz elektro-
magnetnega in kemijskega ojačenja. Kemijsko ojačenje je posledica sprememb v
elektronski strukturi v bližini kovinske površine[4]. Elektromagnetno ojačenje pa
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nastane, ko vpadna svetloba vzbudi oscilacije površinskih plazmonov v majhnih
(10 − 100 nm) kovinskih strukturah. Površinski plazmoni so kolektivne oscilacije
prostih elektronov na površini kovine. Za kovinske delce, ki so veliko manjši od
valovne dolžine vpadne svetlobe, so vzbujeni le dipolni plazmoni. Ti sevajo elek-
tromagnetno polje, ki je karakteristično za električne dipole. Ker je sevanje delcev
koherentno z vpadno svetlobo, je elektromagnetno polje v okolici delcev ojačeno[22].
Analizirane molekule se morajo nahajati v bližini kovinskih delcev, saj ojačenje elek-
tromagnetnega polja seže le nekaj 10 nm stran on delca.
Elektromagnetno ojačenje Ramanovega sipanje je sorazmerno s četrto potenco
ojačenja polja. To pojasnimo z dipolno interakcijo med kovinskim delcem in anal-
izirano molekulo. Prvi del ojačenja je posledica prej omenjenih vzbujenih dipolnih
plazmonov v kovinskem delcu. Ti povzročijo lokalno ojačitev polja,
EL(ω) = g1(ω)E0, (7.1)
kjer je g1(ω) faktor ojačitve polja pri valovni dolžini vpadne svetlobe (Slika 7.1(a)).
Slika 7.1: Shema površinsko ojačenega Ramanovega sipanja (a) Lokalno polje je
ojačeno na mestu analizirane molekule. (b) V analizirani molekuli je vzbujen
dipolni moment pri premaknjeni valovni dolžini. Ta inducira diponi moment tudi
v kovinskem delcu. (c) Sipana svetloba je vsota sevanja obeh induciranih dipolnih
momentov. Povzeto po [24].
Na analizirani molekuli se nato svetloba neelastično siplje. V molekuli se vzbudi
dipolni moment pri premaknjeni valovni dolžini:
pm(ωR) = α
I
m(ωR, ω)EL(ω). (7.2)
Tukaj je αIm(ωR, ω) neelastična polarizabilnost, ki opiše Ramanovo sipanje. Kot
posledica vzbujenega dipolnega momenta v molekuli se inducira dipolni moment
tudi v kovinskem delcu pri ωR (Slika 7.1(b)) sorazmeren z dipolno polarizabilnostjo
kovinskega delca αs(ωR). Vsota obeh dipolnih momentov do prvega reda natančno
je:
ptotal(ω, ωR) = α
I
m(ωR, ω)EL(ω) +
2αs(ωR)
D3
αIm(ωR, ω)EL(ω), (7.3)
kar poenostavimo z uvedbo g2(ωR) =
(
1 + 2αs(ωR)
D3
)
, da dobimo
ptotal(ω, ωR) = g1(ω)g2(ωR)α
I
m(ωR, ω)E0. (7.4)
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Intenziteta sevalnega polja je sorazmerna s kvadratom celotnega dipolnega momenta
(Slika 7.1(c)). To pomeni da je SERS signal ojačen za ojačitveni faktor (EF):
EF = |g1(ω)g2(ωR)|2. (7.5)
Če je dipolna poralizabilnost podobna pri obeh valovnih dolžinah, lahko uporabimo
približek g1(ω) = g2(ωR) in vidimo da je ojačenje SERS signala sorazmerno s četrto
potenco ojačenja elektromagnetnega polja.
Ojačitveni faktor nam pove učinkovitost substrata za SERS in ga uporabljamo za
primerjavo med različnimi substrati. Poznamo več definicij ojačitvenih faktorjev, ki
se lahko razlikujejo za več velikostnih redov[6]. Zato je pomembno pravilno in jasno
definirati način izračuna ojačitvenega faktorja. Pri njegovem izračunu je potrebno
upoštevati čim več dejavnikov, ki lahko nanj vplivajo. To so parametri vpadne
svetlobe, merilnega sistema, substrata za SERS in analizirane molekule. Ojačitvene
faktorje delimo v dve skupini. Prvi so povprečeni, kjer je ojačitveni faktor definiran
za več naključno porazdeljenih molekul. V drugi skupini pa so ojačitveni faktorji
ene molekule. Ti so definirani za točno določeno mesto na površini substrata za
SERS, običajno kjer je ojačenje največje.
Najbolj enostavno definiran je analitični ojačitveni faktor (AEF). Tu primerjamo
intenziteto signala pri eksperimentu SERS z intenziteto pri Ramanovem sipanju brez
ojačitve:
AEF =
ISERS/cSERS
IRaman/cRaman
. (7.6)
cSERS in cRaman sta koncentraciji analiziranih molekul pri posameznemu eksperi-
mentu. Ta definicija je zelo enostavna, vendar ne upošteva dejanskega števila
molekul, ki se nahajajo v območju kjer je ojačenje polja prisotno. Zato defini-
ramo še ojačitveni faktor substrata za SERS (SSEF), kjer upoštevamo le molekule
ki sodelujejo pri sipanju svetlobe:
SSEF =
ISERS/NSurf
IRaman/NVol
. (7.7)
Tu je NSurf število molekul, katere so v območju ojačenega polja, in NSurf število
molekul v sipalnem volumnu pri Ramanovem sipanju.
7.2 Metamateriali in optične nanostrukture
Metamateriali so umetni materiali sestavljeni iz struktur manjših od valovne dolžine
in imajo elektromagnetne lastnosti, ki jih ne najdemo v naravnih materialih. Struk-
ture, ki sestavljajo metamateriale, so narejene iz kovinskih ali dielektričnih mate-
rialov. Lastnosti metamaterialov določa njihova struktura in lahko dosežemo, da
imajo tudi negativni lomni količnik[25]. Te nenavadne lastnosti so v zadnjih letih
spodbudile njihov razvoj, ki je pripeljal do odkritja superleč, ki omogočajo doseganje
resolucij pod valovno dolžino[29], naprav za nevidnost[30] in drugih raznovrstnih
naprav. Vendar se pri metamaterialih pojavljajo težave, kot so velike izgube in
težavna izdelava 3D nano struktur.
Materiali z debelino manjšo od valovne dolžine, ki jim rečemo metapovršine,
rešijo te težave. Lahko jih izdelamo z litografijo z elektronskim snopom v enem
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koraku in ker so zelo tanki imajo tudi majhne nezaželene izgube. Kljub njihovi ma-
jhni debelini lahko poljubno spremenijo valovne fronte elektromagnetnemu valovanju
in ojačajo tako linearne kot nelinearne optične procese. Za manipulacijo svetlobe
uporabimo mrežo optičnih sipalcev. To so lahko plazmonske antene, dielektrični
resonatorji, kvantne pike ali nano kristali[31]. Najbolj razširjene so plazmonske an-
tene, vendar zaradi izgub v vidnem spektru še vedno nimajo komercialne uporabe.
Edina izjema so substrati za SERS, ki kljub velikim izgubam še vedno omogočajo
ojačenje Ramanovega sipanja[32]. Velika absorpcija elektromagnetnega valovanja
v kovinskih strukturah povzroči lokalno gretje in to vodi v mehanske spremembe
in v taljenje struktur. Zaradi tega se je pojavila nova vrsta metapovršin. Te so
sestavljene iz dielektričnih resonatorjev v katerih so vzbujene Mieve resonance. Ker
nimajo prostih elektronov, imajo majhne izgube in se posledično ne grejejo[33].
7.2.1 Interakcija dveh dielektričnih delcev
Sipanje svetlobe na okroglem dielektričnem delcu, z velikostjo primerljivo valovni
dolžini, opiše Mieva teorija[36]. Ta nam pokaže, da so pri določenih valovnih dolži-
nah v delcu prisotne Mieve resonance. Magnetna dipolna Mieva resonanca ima
najnižjo energijo. Električno polje znotraj delca ustvari okroglo zanko izmeničnega
toka, ki deluje kot magnetni dipol. Pri nekoliko krajši valovni dolžini, je prisotna
električna dipolna Mieva resonanca, pri kateri resonira depolarizacijsko polje in ust-
vari električni dipol[10, 38]. Na sliki 7.2(a) sta prikazani prostorski odvisnosti elek-
tričnega in magnetnega polja za obe resonanci (magnetna pri λ = 1108 in električna
pri λ = 864 nm) v okroglem silicijevem delcu s polmerom 150 nm.
Slika 7.2: (a) Prostorska odvisnost amplitude električnega (zgoraj) in magnetnega
(spodaj) polja za električno (levo) in magnetno (desno) dipolno Mievo resonanco
v silicijevem okroglem delcu s polmerom 150 nm. Vpadna svetloba je polarizirana
vzdolž osi Y. (b) Sklopitev dveh magnetnih dipolnih resonanc v okroglih delcih
pri vpadni svetlobi polarizirani vzdolž osi Y (osi razmaka delcev). Opazimo močno
ojačenje električega polja (E/Einc) v 4 nm široki špranji med njima (levo in povečano
zgoraj). Za magnetno polje (desno) ne opazimo ojačitve polja v bližini delcev. (c) Za
vpadno svetlobo polarizirano vzdolž osi X (pravokotno na razmak delcev) sklopitev
magnetnih Mievih resonac povzroči ojačenje megnetnega polja (desno in povečano
zgoraj). Ojačenje električnega polja (levo) je precej manjše kot v primeru polarizacije
vzdolž osi Y. Povzeto po [10].
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Sistem dveh okroglih dielektričnih delcev je opisal Albella s sod.[10] z elektro-
magnetnim modelom za interakcije dveh dipolov. Ko sta dva dielektrična okrogla
delca blizu skupaj in se v njiju vzbudita dipolni resonanci, pride do dipolne sklop-
itve. To privede do močnega ojačenja elektromagnetnega polja v reži med delcema.
Katera komponenta elektromagnetnega polja se ojača je odvisno od polarizacije
svetlobe. Če je ta polarizirana vzdolž osi, ki gre skozi središči obeh delcev, potem se
v reži med delcema ojača električno polje (Slika 3.3(b)). Pri polarizaciji v pravokotni
smeri, pa se v reži ojača magnetno polje (Slika 3.3(c)). Ojačenje polja na sliki 3.3
je definirano kot količnik med amplitudo lokalnega električnega (E) ali magnetnega
(H) polja in amplitudo vpadnega električnega (Einc) ali magnetnega (Hinv) polja.
V primeru polarizacije svetlobe vzdolž osi Y je pri interakciji dveh induciranih mag-
netnih Mievih dipolov največje ojačenje električnega polja 25-krat. Pri polarizaciji
vpadne svetlobe vzdolž osi X pa je ojačenje magnetnega polja v reži 8-kratno, saj
sta magnetna dipola orientirana vzdolž osi premika centrov delcev.
7.2.2 Mrežne resonace na površini
Mrežne resonance na površini (SLRs) so resonance v periodični mreži nanodelcev
z visokim faktorjem kvalitete. Ko je razdalja med sosednjima delcema v mreži
primerljiva z valovno dolžino vpadne svetlobe, sipana svetloba sosednjih delcev kon-
struktivno interferira z vzbujenimi površinskimi plazmoni oziroma Mievimi reso-
nancami v delcih. Ko je tako sklopljenih veliko delcev periodične mreže, se lokalno
električno polje izrazito ojača[15, 41].
7.3 Simulacije z metodo končnih elementov
Proučevane metapovršine so preveč kompleksne, da bi lahko njihovo interakcijo
z elektromagnetnim poljem obravnavali analitično. Zato smo uporabili računal-
niške simulacije z metodo končnih elementov (FEM) v programskem orodju ANSYS
HFSS[48]. Pri tej metodi razdelimo strukturo v končno število manjših elementov.
Tu je pomembna izbira velikosti posameznih elementov. Biti morajo dovolj majhni,
da bo rešitev ustrezna in obenem ne premajhni, da se čas simulacije ne podaljša
preveč. Za posamezni delec opišemo rešitev z polinomsko interpolacijsko funkcijo.
Enačbe posameznih elementov nato združimo v sistem enačb, pri čemer določimo še
robne pogoje. Sistem enačb, ki nastane je lahko zelo velik, zato za njegovo reševanje
potrebujemo računalnik. Ko je sistem enačb izračunan, dobimo rešitev problema,
katere natančnost je odvisna od števila elementov in izbire interpolacijske funkcije.
7.4 Smernice za oblikovanje metapovršine
Ojačenje SERS je sorazmerno s četrto potenco ojačenja lokalnega električnega polja.
Tako je naš glavni cilj pri iskanju boljšega substrata za SERS, doseči čim večje
ojačenje električnega polja pri eksitacijski in emisijski valovni dolžini in obenem
obdržati nizko absorpcijo svetlobe v strukturi metapovršine.
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7.4.1 Izbira valovne dolžine in materiala metapovršine
Pri načrtovanju substrata SERS je potrebno najprej izbrati eksitacijsko valovno
dolžino laserja. Tri najbolj pogosto uporabljene valovne dolžine pri Ramanovemu
sipanju so 532 nm, 785 nm in 1064 nm[54]. Vsaka izmed njih ima določene prednosti
in slabosti. Sipalni presek Ramanovega sipanja je sorazmeren z λ−4, kar pomeni, da
se pri manjših valovnih dolžinah sipa več svetlobe[54]. Vendar se pri manjših val-
ovnih dolžinah poveča intenziteta fluorescence molekul, ki zaradi večjega sipalnega
preseka prekrije Ramanovo sipano svetlobo. Za načrtovanje našega substrata SERS
smo torej izbrali valovno dolžino 785 nm, ker ta predstavlja kompromis med obema
pojavoma in jo lahko uporabimo pri sipanju veliko različnih molekul.
Ko izberemo eksitacijsko valovno dolžino, poiščemo še ustrezen dielektričen mate-
rial, ki ima pri tej valovni dolžini visok lomni količnik in majhno absorpcijo. Izkaže
se, da imajo polprevodniki s posrednim prepovedanim pasom želene optične last-
nosti. En izmed takih polprevodnikov je silicij, ki ima v vidnem spektru svetlobe
želene lastnosti.
7.4.2 Geometrijska odvisnost ojačenja polja ob paru valjev
Sklopitev dveh dielektričnih okroglih delcev je že opisana zgoraj. Sedaj poglejmo še
sklopitev v primeru para valjastih delcev (Slika 7.3(b)), saj je ta oblika bolj primerna
za izdelavo na ravni površini. Pri tem smo uporabili simulacijo z metodo končnih
elementov, pri kateri smo strukturo razdelili v 10000 manjših delov. V spektru
ojačitve polja opazimo dva vrhova (Slika 7.3(a)). Prvi pri λ ≈ 700 nm pripada
sklopitvi dveh električnih Mievih dipolov in ga poimenujemo električna ojačitev
polja ob paru delcev (električni DFE vrh). Drugi vrh pri λ ≈ 900 nm pa pripada
sklopitvi dveh magnetnih Mie dipolnih resonanc, magnetna ojačitev polja ob paru
delcev (magnetni DFE vrh).
Slika 7.3: (a) Odvisnost maksimalne ojačitve električnega polja v reži med del-
cema od valovne dolžine. Sklopitev električnih Mievih resonanc je največja pri
λ ≈ 700 nm, medtem ko je največja sklopitev magnetnih Mievih resonanc pri
λ ≈ 900 nm. (b) 3D model strukture uporabljene v numeričnih simulacijah. Sestavl-
jena je iz dveh 300 nm visokih valjastih delcev s premerom 150 nm, razmaknjenih
za 20 nm.
S spreminjanjem dimenzij valjastih delcev in razmaka med njima se tudi spekter
ojačenja polja spreminja. Opazimo da, manjši razmik med delcema povzroči večje
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ojačenje polja. Vendar delcev ne moremo postaviti poljubno blizu zaradi omejitev
pri izdelavi. Razmik 20 nm smo izbrali na podlagi že izdelanih struktur s tem
razmikom[9, 12]. S spremembo dimenzij delcev, poleg sprememb v velikosti ojačitve,
opazimo tudi spektralni premik vrhov sklopitve resonanc. S povečanjem dimenzij
(višina, premer) delca se vrhovi v spektru ojačitve polja premaknejo proti večjim
valovnim dolžinam. Dimenzije delcev lahko prilagodimo tako, da je največje ojačenje
polja ravno sovpada z valovnima dolžinama vpadne svetlobe in Ramanovo sipane
svetlobe.
7.4.3 Mrežne resonance v dielektričnih delcih
Mrežne resonance (SLR) nastanejo, ko je razdalja med sosednjima delcema v mreži
primerljiva z valovno dolžino vpadne svetlobe in so v delcih vzbujene plazmonske
oziroma Mieve resonance. Kot vemo, se v dielektričnih delcih vzbudita dve dipolni
Mievi resonanci (električna in magnetna). Njuni dipolni momenti so med seboj pra-
vokotni, zato vsaka seva v nasprotni smeri. Ko pare dielektričnih delcev postavimo
v mrežo s konstantnimi razmaki med pari in na mrežo posvetimo z vpadno svetlobo
polarizirano v smeri osi x, dobimo dve mrežni resonanci (Slika 7.4). Prva ustreza
Slika 7.4: (a) Odvisnost maksimalne ojačitve električnega polja v reži med delcema
od valovne dolžine za mrežo parov dielektričnih delcev. V spektru so vidni 4 vrhovi,
dva DFE in dva SLR vrhova. (b) 3D model strukture mreže iz parov 300 nm visokih
valjev s premerom 150 nm. Valja v paru sta razmaknjenih za 20 nm. Razdalja med
pari je ax = 1100 nm v x smeri in ay = 1000 nm v y smeri.
sklopitvi električnih dipolov v smeri osi y in druga sklopitvi magnetnih dipolov v
smeri osi x. Spektralni poziciji SLR ustrezata razmaku med posameznimi pari del-
cev. Električna SLR je odvisna od mrežnega razmaka v smeri y, med tem je ko
magnetna SLR odvisna od razmaka v smeri x. V spektru na sliki 7.4(a) še vedno
opazimo tudi magnetni in električni DFE vrh. S primerjavo spektralnih širin vrhov
parnih sklopitev in mrežnih sklopitev vidimo, da so slednji mnogo ožji in bolje
ojačajo električno polje.
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7.4.4 Odbojna površina
V zgornjih primerih smo simulirane strukture postavili v prazen prostor. V resnici
pa morajo biti valjasti delci postavljeni na neko površino, da bodo razdalje med
posameznimi delci ostale konstantne. Ena od možnosti bi bila podlaga z nizkim
lomnim količnikom, kot je na primer steklo. Vendar SLR izginejo zaradi delnega
odboja svetlobe na meji med materialoma z različnima lomnima količnikoma[41].
Izkaže se da je boljša podlaga popolnoma odbojna površina. V tem primeru izgine
električna SLR, vendar se magnetna SLR ojači. To pojasnimo z uporabo metode
zrcaljenja preko prevodne površine. Zrcalna slika električnega dipola, ki je orientiran
paralelno na prevodno površino, je orientirana v obratno smer. Ker je optična pot
v horizontalni smeri enaka, dipoli destruktivno interferirajo in niso skopljeni med
seboj. V primeru magnetnega dipola, je zrcalna slika orientirana v isto smer in zato
se sklopitev dipolov v mreži poveča.
7.5 Rezultati
7.5.1 Struktura z zrcalom
Vse tri zgoraj opisane mehanizme ojačenja smo združili tako, da ima oblikovana
metapovršina čim večje ojačenje Ramanovega sipanja. Strukturo metapovršine smo
prilagodili tako, da metapovršina čim bolje ojači vpadno svetlobo valovne dolžine
λ = 785 nm in sipano svetlobo v bližini λ = 850 nm (Slika 7.5). Uporaba treh
Slika 7.5: Odvisnost maksimalne ojačitve električnega polja v reži med delcema od
valovne dolžine. Magnetna SLR je prisotna pri λ = 785 nm, medtem ko je električna
ojačitev polja ob paru delcev (DFE) locirana okrog λ = 850 nm.
ojačitvenih mehanizmov, ki so odvisni od različnih geometrijskih parametrov, nam
omogoča, da prilagodimo strukturo metapovršine za različne spektralne premike
sipane svetlobe. Vrh SLR je spektralno ozek (FWHM ≈ 3 nm) in ga zato uporabimo
za ojačitev vpadne svetlobe, saj ima ta točno določeno valovno dolžino. Spektralno
pozicijo vrha SLR, ki doseže visoko ojačenje polja (≈ 140), določimo z velikostjo
mrežne konstante. Vrh DFE je spektralno širši (v tem primeru FWHM = 90nm) in
je zato bolj primeren za ojačitev sipane svetlobe, ki je sestavljena iz več emisijskih
črt.
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Struktura osnovne celice metapovršine je skupaj s pripadajočimi dimenzijami
prikazana na sliki 7.6. Dimenzije osnovne celice so 778×778 nm in vsebuje zlato
Slika 7.6: (a) Tloris osnovne celice periodične mreže. Vpadna svetloba je polarizirana
vzdolž osi razmaka valjastih delcev. (b) Naris osnovne celice. Silicijevi valji so
postavljeni na zlato zrcalo, z 10 nm debelim distančnikom iz SiO2.
zrcalo z 10 nm debelim distančnikom iz SiO2 na katero sta postavljena dva silicijeva
valja. Njun premer je 150 nm. Valja sta visoka 360 nm in med seboj razmaknjena
za 20 nm.
Ojačenje polja opisane strukture je primerljivo s kovinskimi strukturami, ven-
dar kombinacija visokih valjev in majhnega razmaka med parom valjev predstavlja
prevelik izziv za izdelavo take strukture.
7.5.2 Struktura s kratkimi valji
Ker se je izkazala izdelava metapovršina z zgoraj opisano strukturo za prezahtevno,
smo poskušali najti strukturo z nižjimi valji, ki pa bi še vedno ohranila visoko
ojačenje električnega polja. Ojačitev polja ob paru delcev se hitro zniža s povečanjem
razmaka med valjema in z znižanjem njihove višine. Ostane samo magnetna SLR,
ki ojači vpadno svetlobo. Nižji valji pomenijo, da bo sedaj področje ojačenja polja
bližje zlatemu zrcalu, kar privede do dodatne absorpcije svetlobe. Zato odstranimo
zlato zrcalo in poiščemo alternativno podlago metapovršine. Podlaga iz materi-
ala z nizkim lomnim količnikom (steklo) na katero je nanešena plast materiala z
nekoliko višjim lomnim količnikom (100 nm silicijevega nitrata Si3N4) se izkaže za
najbolj primerno. Del sipane svetlobe se ujame v nanešeni plasti in ob primerni
mrežni konstanti konstruktivno interferira s sipano svetlobe na sosednjih strukturah
v mreži. Ker so mrežne resonance sklopljene prek nanešene plasti, odboj svetlobe na
zgornji površini nanje več ne vpliva in sta obe mrežni resonanci prisotni. Resonanci
se spektralno premakneta zaradi spremenjenega lomnega količnika okolice, vendar
premik kompenziramo s spremembo mrežne konstante. Razmak med parom silici-
jevih delcev povečamo na 40 nm, kar dodatno zmanjša ojačitev polja. Z nanosom
dodatne 10 nm plasti Si3N4, na celotno strukturo metapovršine (Slika 7.7), zožimo
razmak med delcema in tako nekoliko zmanjšamo izgubo ojačitve polja. Ob tem se
spektralna širina resonance poveča, kar nam poveča toleranco za napake pri izdelavi
metapovršine.
V spektru maksimalne ojačitve polja imamo dva vrhova SLR. Vrh magnetne SLR
je pri λ ≈ 785 nm in doseže 50-kratno ojačitev polja. Vrh električne SLR ima pol
manjšo vrednost in se nahaja pri λ ≈ 850 nm. Njegova širina (FWHM ≈ 15 nm) je
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Slika 7.7: (a) Tloris osnovne celice metapovršine. Valja z višino 160 nm sta izdelana
na podlagi z 40 nm razmakom. Reža je delno zapolnjena z nanosom 10 nm plasti
Si3N4. (b) Naris osnovne celice. Podlaga metapovršine je sestavljena iz stekla na
katero je nanešena 100 nm plast Si3N4.
precej manjša kot širina vrha DFE pri prejšnji strukturi z zlatim zrcalom. Tako bo
v Ramanovem emisijskem spektru ojačano manjše spektralno območje.
7.5.3 Izračun in primerjava ojačitvenih faktorjev
Ko smo prišli do strukture metapovršine z želenimi lastnostmi, smo izračunali njen
ojačitveni faktor (EF) v eksperimentu SERS. V našem primeru bomo uporabili dva
različna ojačitvena faktorja. Prvi je analitičen ojačitveni faktor (AEF), ta vključuje
vse molekule na površini in ga izračunamo s površinskim (A) povprečjem ojačitve
eksitacijske in emisijske svetlobe:
AEF(λemis) =
1
A
∫
A
|Ei(λexcit,r)
E0
|2 × |Ei(λemis,r)
E0
|2dr. (7.8)
Ker se ojačitev polja naših struktur spreminja z valovno dolžino, je potrebno AEF
računati točno in ne s približkom, kjer predpostavimo, da sta ojačitvi eksitacijske in
emisijske svetlobe enaki. Struktura z ogledalom ima maksimalni AEF ≈ 1 · 105. To
je primerljivo s plazmonskimi sipalci, ki imajo AEF ≈ 1 · 104 − 106[6]. Prilagojena
struktura s stekleno podlago ima 20 krat manjši AEF, vendar je njena absorpcija 7-
krat manjša. To pomeni, da lahko v eksperimentu uporabimo 7-krat večjo intenziteto
vpadne svetlobe in ob tem se obe metapovršini enako segrejeta.
Da lahko primerjamo učinkovitost oblikovane strukture z dielektrično strukturo,
ki so jo izdelali Caldarola et al. [9], moramo izračunati ojačitveni faktor substrata
SERS (SSEF). Tu povprečimo ojačenje Ramanovega sipanja molekul, katere se na-
hajajo na mestih kjer je ojačenje veliko, torej v reži med obema silicijevima delcema
(V ):
SSEF(λemis) =
∫
V
(Ei(λexcit,r)
E0
)2 × (Ei(λemis,r)
E0
)2dr. (7.9)
Tudi v tem primeru je potrebno upoštevati razlike v absorpciji med posameznimi
strukturami. Struktura iz literature za ojačenje izkorišča samo sklopitev parov mag-
netnih dipolnih Mie resonanc. Njeno ojačenje polja je manjše kot v naši strukturi,
kjer je polje ojačeno z magnetno in električno SLR. Posledično pa je disipacija svet-
lobe v naših strukturah večja. Primerjava ojačitvenih faktorjev z upoštevanjem
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Slika 7.8: Normaliziran in za absorpcijo prilagojeni SSEF za obe predstavljeni struk-
turi in strukturo iz literature[9]. Prikazan je tudi referenčni Ramanov spekter liti-
jevega fosfata. SSEF so normalizirani glede na strukturo iz literature in deljeni
z razmerjem (Rdis) med absorpcijo v izbrani strukturi z absorpcijo v strukturi iz
literature.
različnih absorpcij je prikazana na sliki 7.8. Tu smo SSEF normalizirali glede na
ojačitveni faktor strukture iz literature in ga delili z razmerjem (Rdis) med absorpcijo
v izbrani strukturi z absorpcijo v strukturi iz literature. Za Ramanove črte v bližini
Ramanovega premika 1000 cm−1, je prilagojen SSEF oblikovane strukture s stekleno
podlago, 18-krat večji kot SSEF strukture opisane v literaturi[9]. To pomeni, da se
pri enaki jakosti Ramanovo sipane svetlobe v oblikovani strukturi sprosti 94% manj
toplote.
7.6 Zaključek
V tem magistrskem delu smo pokazali, da s pravilno kombinacijo sklopitve parov
dielektričnih delcev in mrežnih resonanc, lahko ojačimo električno polje za več
velikostnih razredov. Da smo oblikovali primerno strukturo, smo najprej morali
razumeti interakcijo svetlobe z dielektričnimi delci in pripadajoče ojačitvene meh-
anizme. Preverili smo kako dimenzije strukture vplivajo na ojačitev električnega
polja. Najbolj nas je zanimalo spreminjanje spektralne pozicije vrhov ojačitve polja
ob paru delcev in mrežnih resonanc. Upoštevati smo morali tudi vpliv različnih pod-
lag. S poznavanjem vpliva posameznih strukturnih dimenzij na ojačenje, smo lahko
oblikovali metapovršino z želenimi lastnostmi. Ker pri strukturi z zrcalom nismo up-
oštevali omejitev pri izdelavi metapovršin, se je izkazalo, da je omenjena struktura
prezahtevna za izdelavo. Primorani smo bili poenostaviti strukturo metapovršine.
Z nekaj prilagoditvami v strukturi je nastala struktura na stekleni podlagi, katera
je še vedno imela želene lastnosti ojačenja električega polja. Za primerjavo naših
oblikovanih metapovršin z ostalimi že izdelanimi substrati za SERS, smo izračunali
dve vrsti ojačitvenih faktorjev. Analitični ojačitveni faktor oblikovane metapovršina
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doseže podobne vrednosti kot plazmonski substrati za SERS. Uporaba mrežnih res-
onanc za ojačitev električnega polja nam omogoča, da dosežemo ojačitveni faktor
substrata SERS, ki je večji kot ojačitveni faktor dielektričnih struktur iz literature.
Tudi, ko upoštevamo absorpcijo svetlobe v strukturi metapovršini, se v oblikovani
strukturi sprosti 94% manj toplote kot v ostalih dielektričnih strukturah. Čeprav
se numerične simulacije metapovršin običajno dobro ujemajo z eksperimentalnimi
rezultati, bo v prihodnosti potrebno izdelati oblikovano metapovršino in eksperi-
mentalno potrditi rezultate iz tega magistrskega dela.
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